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ABSTRACT 

Water-cooled resistive tokamak toroidal-field (TF) coils fabricated 

of copper or aluminum can be made readily demountable, thereby ensuring the 

maintainability of internal poloidal field coils, inboard blanket modules, and 

the components of a poloidal magnetic divertor. Resistive coils are 

unaffected by the pulsed fields.of a tokamak, require less shielding against 

neutron irradiation than do superconducting coils, and have simple 

refrigeration systems. The demountable segments can be built in factories and 

transported disassembled to the reactor site. To achieve a satisfactory 

plasma pressure for various reactor applications, the magnetic field can be 

sufficiently low so that steady-state operation of resistive coils is quite 

feasible. 

This p^per analyzes the optimization of the geometry of resistive TF 

coils of rectangular bore for tokamak fusion test reactors and practical 

neutron generators. In examining the trs;Je-offs between geometric parameters 

and magnetic field for reactors giving a specified neutron wall loading, 

either the resistive power' loss or the lifetime coil cost can be minim-zed. 

Aspects of cooling, magnetic stress, and construction are addressed for 

several reference designs- Bending moment distributions in closed form have 

been derived for rectangular coils on the basis of the theory of rigid 

frames. Candidate methods of fabrication and of implementing demountable 

joints are summarized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Practical tokamak fusion reactors must be characterized by long-

pulse, high duty-factor operatioi. with steady-state toroidal-field (TF) 

coils. The usual reasons cited against the use of normal-conducting 

(resistive) TF coils are excessive power dissipation and the consequent 

inability to operate in the steady state. However, at the values of <(5> = 

(plasma pressure/magnetic-field pressure) now thought to be achievable in 

tokaraaks (viz., <B> = 5 to 10%), the magnetic field required for satisfactory 

performance of tokamak reactors in various applications can be sufficiently 

low so that steady-state operation of resistive coils is quite feasible. In 

applications such as radiation test facilities, fusion-fission power 

production, and the generation of nuclear or chemical fuels, resistive TF 

coils can prove to be an advantageous alternative to superconducting coils. 

For very large "pure fusion" electrical power reactors (i.e., having only 

modest blanket energy multiplication), many reactor parameters are comparable 

irrespective of whether the coils are resistive or superconducting. 

1.1 DISADVANTAGES OF SUPERCONDUCTING TF COILS 

While a superconducting coil set has been built recently for a small 

tokamak (the T-7 device at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy ), its 

windings are highly stabilized with copper (10:1 cross-section ratio), and a 

thick copper shield is located between the TF coils and the plasma vessel. 

These characteristics are impractical for use in a tokamak reactor. Many 

bubble-chamber and other superconducting solenoids have been built and 

operated successfully, but they do not face the formidable conditions that 

will confront the TF coils in tokamak reactors: strangely asymmetric forces, 

overturning moments, rapidly pulsed magnetic fields, neutron and gamma 

radiation, and difficulty of access for repair of the coils. 
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A number of serious drawbacks of superconducting coils must be 

overcome before they can be utilized in tokamak reactors: 

• Nondemountability - Access to internal components such as poloidal 

field <PF) coils, divertor hardware, and inboard blanket modules is 

extraordinarily difficult if not impossible unless the TF coils are 

readily demountable. Repair of a non-demountable coil would require 

the removal of an entire reactor segment. Implementation of 

demountable superconducting coils, however, is probably impractical 

(although a conceptual design exists ). 

• Pulsed Fields - Superconducting coils with practical stabilizer 

volumes may not be able to withstand (without going normal) the large 

rate-of-change of vertical fields commonly found in tokamak operation 

during start up and during plasma disruptions. " In fact, the maximum 

loop voltage that could be applied to start the plasma current will 

be limited by the maximum dB/dt tolerated by superconducting TF 

coils. 

• Neutrons - Neutron streaming through injection and pumping ducts 

introduces special shielding problems for superconducting TF coils. 

• Construction - Superconducting coils of the size needed for tokamak 

test reactors must be built on site. They are far too bulky, heavy, 

and fragile to be moved from a specialized off-site factory where 

quality assurance can be much stricter. 
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• Refrigeration - Cryogenic refrigeration requirements may exceed 50 kW 

at 4°K, corresponding to 20 MW at room temperature, so that the 

refrigerator size must be several times larger than the present state 

of the art. In any event, the refrigeration system would be 

extraordinarily complex compared with a resistive-coil water coolant 

system. 

• Maintenance - Maintenance of the reactor components is impossible 

unless the TF coils are shut off, which for superconducting coils 

implies a down-time of at least two days even for the most trivial 

maintenance operation. 

1.2 MOTIVATION FOR RESISTIVE TF COILS 

Water-cooled resistive TF coils fabricated of copper or aluminum can 

be made readily demountable, thereby ensuring the feasibility of internal 

placement of PF coils and of the use of a poloidal magnetic divertor; they are 

unaffected by pulsed fields, require less shielding against neutron 

irradiation than do superconducting coils, can be factory-built and 

transported (disassembled) to the reactor site, hav~ simple refrigeration 

systems, and can be activated or deactivated in a fraction of a minute, 

thereby allowing rapid turnaround for minor reactor maintenance. 

However, resistive coils do have the following disadvantages: 

• Power Dissipation - The power consumption of resistive coils will 

always be considerably greater than that of superconducting coils 

(about 20 MW for the cryogenic refrigerator for a full-sized res.ctor 

coil set). As shown in this study, however, if sufficient copper is 

used to allow the resistive coils to operate at steady state, then 
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the power dissipation can be reduced to the range of 150 to 300 MW 

for full-scale D-T reactors. This power level will be comparable 

with the sum of the other electrical power drains in the reactors. 

• Volume of Material - Several thousand tons of copper will be required 

for a resistive TF coil set that can operate in the steady state. 

This mass represents about one day's production of copper ir. the 

U.S. On the* other hand, cryostable superconducting coils require a 

mass of copper or aluminum of at least several hundred tons in 

addition to large masses of niobium and titanium or tin. The prices 

of the latter metals are reaching rather high levels, while the 

prices of copper and aluminum, which are relatively abundant, are 

expected to remain low. 

• A disadvantage of present day resistive TF-coil sets is that they are 

pulsed at the same frequency as that of the plasma discharges, so 

that the coil lifetime is limited by fatigue. This fatigue problem 

will be eliminated in the steady-state TF coil set of a tokamak 

reactor. 

1.3 LONG-TERM PROSPECTS FOR RESISTIVE COILS 

It will be argued that in the long term, all toroidal reactors must 

have superconducting coils. However, even if reliable superconducting coils 

permitting easy reactor maintenance and having acceptable cost are developed 

in fifty years time, certain other factors will continae to weigh in favor of 

retaining the simpler resistive TF coil sets, at least for D-T reactors: 
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e It seems probable that methods of generating toroidal plasmas of 

increasing beta will be developed so that the magnetic field required 

for a given reactor application will be reduced* 

• It is not clear that economically recoverable helium will be 

available in fifty years. Even if it is, there are many other 

applications requiring helium with which magnetic fusion reactors 

will have to compete. Besides its use as a general purpose coolant, 

helium may be required for applications such as dirigibles, 

superconducting transmission lines and levitated trains. What helium 

is available for fusion reactors should be retained for cooling 

blankets and for cryopumping. 

• The price of niobium, like that of most relatively rare metals, could 

become exorbitant in fifty years. 

It seems likely that superconducting coils will be relegated to use with 

fusion reactors using "advanced fuels" such as D-D, where the power densities 

are so low that the coil power dissipation must be truly minimized. 

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

A practical tokamak reactor must have readily demountable TF coils to 

ensure ease of access for the maintenance of internal PF coils and the 

components of a poloidal •magnetic divertor, and for the processing of inboard 

blanket modules. In the case of failure of a TF coil, demountability allows 

its replacement in an acceptable length of time. While demountable 

superconducting coils are probably impractical, demountable resistive TF coils 
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have bean found to perform well in the ISX, Doublet III, and PDX 1 U 

experimental tokamaks, as well as the FM-1 spherator.11 The ISX coils, in 

particular, lend themselves to rapid aisassembly for changeout of the machine 

interior. 

Reference 12 has reported an analysis of steady-state resistive coils 

for a tokamak reactor, but using nondemouiitable coils of circular bore. The 

present study parameterizes the performance of reactors with steady-state 

resistive TF coils of rectangular geometry designed especially for ease of 

demountability. Sections 2 to 4 of this paper determine tokamak and coil 

configurations that give optimal values of certain figures-of-merit related to 

near-term reactor goals. It is found that practical reactors can be realized 

with resistive losses of 200 to 250 MW, at the expense of copper masses 

between 2400 and 4400 tons. Consideration of the trade-offs between capital 

cost and operating cost for TF coils in reactors of specified performance 

shows that the total lifetime expenditures are reasonable. 

Various stress and thermal aspects of the coils are examined in 

Sections "5 and &, examples of TF coil joints are illustrated in Section 7, and 

the parameters of representative designs of tokamak reactor" are given in 

Sections 8 and 9. 
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2. TOKAMAK MODEL 

2.1 REACTOR GEOMETRY 

The analysis is based on the rectangular coil geometry shown in Fig. 

1, although qualitatively the results are equally applicable to more general 

elongated shapes. The plasma, of rectangular cross section 2a x 2b , is 

surrounded by a scrape-off layer 0.25 m thick. Space 1.5 m high is allocated 

to a single-null poloidal divertor. The vacuum vessel, blanket, and shield 

assembly are assumed to have a total thickness of 1.0 m. The half-width of 

the magnet bore is a c and the half-height b c. The radial build is denoted by 

d, and the axial build by w. 

The plasma is centered at radius R^ and the coil at R c relative to 

the major axis of the reactor, leaving gaps of d ^ inboard and dy outboard 

between the shield and the coil. The space dg H accommodates the ohmic heating 

solenoid for design options where it is topologically-linked with the TF coil 

system. The outer equilibrium-field coils are located in dy, the magnitude of 

which is chosen in part to give an acceptable TP ripple at the plasma. The 

radius corresponding to the maximum magnetic field strength B,, is denoted by 

Rĵ . To allow the coils to be self-supporting against the centering magnetic 

forces by nesting on assembly, the inboard faces are shaved to radius R , 

arbitrarily assumed to be Ro * ^OH" Out-of-plane loads are to be taken out 

through shear/compression panels positioned between the coils or through 

radiation shielding. 

Two families of tokamak layouts are proposed. For Type A, the OH 

coils are located in the throat of the reactor, and d™ = 0 . Type BI provides 

a rr.uch larger area for the OH flux swing by placing the OH coils in the bore 

of the TF coils. The TF coil inboard leg can then be extended to the reactor 

centerline, to yield electrical and structural benefits. The BI option is 
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practical only for a reactor with readily demountable TF coils. Based on the 

theoretical concept that the plasma current can be established and sustained 

by a combination of neutral beam injection and the EF flux swing, Type BII 

completely eliminates the OH coils, so that again d-j, can be zero. 

2.2 CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS FOR THE TF COILS 

The TF coils are characterized by their mass M c and their resistive 

power 1-JSS P_ e s, parameters which represent respectively most of their capital 

and operating co"5ts. 

For a conductor of arbitrary shape carrying a current density j, the 

power dissipated is 

P = fn j2dT (2-1) 
res ' e 

where pe is the resistivity of the material, and the integral is carried out 

over the volume of ••he conductor. For a constant resistivity, and the current 

density uniform across the cross section of a conductor in keeping with the 

steady-state assumption, the total dissipation of a composite of N conductors 

of cross-sections A^ constant along a common length L, each carrying a current 

I, is 

P = p I 2 1 J -j- . (2-2) res ^e i; A. N 1 

This quantity can be minimized subject to the constraint that the total cross-

section be fixed to give 

P = p (NI) 2 v • res Ke A (2-3) 
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The minimum power dissipation for a group of N conductors constituting a 

cross-sectional area A and each passing the same current, is realized 

therefore when the conductors have equal areas, or, alternatively, when the 

current density is constant not only across each conductor but across the 

whole cross section. Then the composite structure can be treated as a single 

large conductor of area A carrying a uniform current density HI/A. 

The characteristics of the TF coil system are calculated on the basis 

of the following model: 

• All turns of a coil are of equal cross-sectional arc-a and carry the 

same current. In particular, 'here are to be 12 coils of 25 turns 

each. The conceptual design anticipates assembly from high-

conductivity copper plates with cooling channels machined in the 

faces at regular intervals. Calculations have assumed CDA 102 copper 

alloy with 101% IACS conductivity or a resistivity of 1.9 x 10~ 8 JJm 

at SO°C. 

• The packing factor, the fraction of the coil cross section occupied 

by the copper conductor, is specified for the outboard leg and varies 

elsewhere so as to keep unchanged the area devoted to cooling 

passages and insulation. Detailed calculations assume a packing 

factor of 0.85 for the outboard legs, with the remaining area 

subdivided to allow 10% for insulation and 5% for cooling passages. 

• The resistive dissipation and, for consistency, the coil mass are 

calculated excluding the relatively small contributions of the corner 

regions. In an engineering design the outboard corners could be 

rounded in order to reduce stress levels while simultaneously 
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eliminating unnecessary mass and electrical resistance. Since the 

extent of rounding is restricted on the inboard side, a correction of 

5% is added to the calculated values. 

For Type A geometry, the resistive power loss for N coils is given by 

4np 2a + b 2b 
Pres - J* V M d7^ t-V-2 +

 f i ( 2 ! d/R„;) J ( 2 " 4 > 

under the restriction TI/N C << 1,. where f Q and f^ are the packing factors in 

rhe outboard and shaved portions of the coil respectively, u is the magnetic 

pprmeability, and C R the correction factor to account for the corners (1.05 in 

the calculations). Th«i mass for N coils can be written as 

1 - R. 'i 2 
ti f - " T ^ l = 2irpa 2 C | - f(2 - d/R ] f, + 2 f ] b t 4a £ 1 (2-c l A /R ' c R R„ 1 1 M J i o J c c o J 

M c M 

where p is the density of the conductor. The relation between b c and a c is 

b = i -2- f2a - fd^. + d + 2.'J)1 + 2.0 (2-6) 
c 2 a L c l Oh v ' > 

P 

so that for a fixed plasma elongation, P r e _ and w c are functions of a c alone 

with the parameters d/Rjj and RJJ/R,,, having ranges between 0 and 1, 

representing the shape of the coils in nondimensional fona. 
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The corresponding relations for Type B geometry are 

4 * P - 2a + b - d 2b 

VR. 
1 - V R c 

+ 
V R c a c , f o t 1 + d O H / a c V R o ] 
1 " V R c * „ r , „ ' " V R -

. t ° L OH c « c J 11 , , _ , 
*n \ . _ „• .„ | J (2-7) 

t f o " D [1 " <V*c RH"pc I + 1 

1 - R / R 2 1 - R / R f. 

« C f — § < ] • 2* p a c c « d / R M i t 2 f o 0 + We ~^TT) + OTI; I b c 
1 - R/ 'R d* 

+ 4a f [l + a / a „ * c ] - - 2 S _ l . ( 2 - 8 ) 
c o 1 - OH n H^/H J a ' 
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3. REACTOR PLASMA CONSIDERATIONS 

For a deuterium-tritium plasma with equal densities of deuterons and 

tritons, the .fusion reaction rate per unit volume is 

»-|4 ^ 2 k (T + T.) e i 

where p is the total plasma pressure, T^ the mean ion temperature, T e the 

electron temperature, k the Boltzmann constant, and <ov> the fusion 

reactivity. In terras of 8, the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, Eq. (3-

1) is rewritten as 

1 <ov> 2 4 ,- „, 
R = " B B (3-2) (4u k)* (T + T.) o e I 

where B t is the magnetic field at the center of the plasma. 

For a given plasma pressure, the maximum fusion power density P f is 
2 attained at the maximum of <<jv>/T. , which for a u-T plasma occurs near T^ = 

15 keV. Then for T » T. (in MW/m3) 

P f = 1.3 g Z B f c
4 . (3-3) 

Enhancement of <P-> by a factor of 2 to 3 is realistic with tailored plasma 

profiles. A value ot 2.3 is chosen to yield a space-averaged fusion power 

density (in MW/m ) of 

<P > =3.0 <B>2 B 4 . (3-4) 
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For the driven (subignited) plasmas that are most pertinent to this work, the 

above relations would require some modification. Nevertheless, Eq. (3-4) is 

used throughout this analysis. 

For the rectangular geometry defined in Section 2 the total fusion power 

output (in MW> is 

b a 2 

Pc = 24.0 IT <$> -2 f^l R B * (3-5) 
fus a VR ' p t 

P P 

of which 80% is associated with the neutron flux. An average neutron wall 

loading §v, defined on the basis of a fictitious first wall placed at the 25 

cm scrape-off distance all around the plasma, becomes (in MW/m ) 

, b a 2 R 2 B * 
" ̂  <B>2 f tf) P

f \ . ' (3-6) 
p p a (1 +_E J + 0.50 

MHD stability considerations of tokamak equilibria place an upper bound 

on the average plasma pressure through the relation 

a b _£ _E R a P P 
max <6> - 0.12 -^ -^ , (3-7) 

thus limiting the achievable fusion power density and the neutron wall 

loading. This relation is valid for plasma elongations up to approximately 

2. The present study of TF coil parameters is carried out for a single ratio 

V a P • 2 - u -
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The variables B t, IL, and a that refer to the plasma can be rewritten in 

terms of coil paramaters using the expressions 

< W ac 
B = (1 - R„/R ) M , (3-8) 
t M C ac/(1 - V V + (d Q H - dv)/2 

a d„„ - d 
c OH v 

d + d 
a = a - 1.25 - O H . V . (3-10) 
p C 2 
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4. OPTIMIZATION OF COIL PARAMETERS 

4.1 FIGORES-OF-MERIT 

Various figures-of-merit may be defined on the basis of the fusion power 

output, the neutron loading on the first wall, the resistive power dissipated 

in the roils, and the coil mass. When tempered with engineering 

considerations, different optimizations provide a basis for the choice of 

reference designs. 

Detailed calculations have been carried out for Type A configurations 

with dy = 0.80 m and for Type B with d^ = 0.45 m and dy = 0.50 m. Figures 2, 

3, 4, and 13, 14, 15 show P r e s , M c, and $v for the two configurations as 

functions of a c, with d/RM and R((/Rc as parameters. 

The fusion electrical power gain factor Q for the coils, defined as the 

ratio of the potential gross electrical output from the reactor to the 

electrical power input to the TF coils, is 

fus 
D - ? 8 P — Mbl i4~" 

res 

for a thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency of 35%. Mj^ is the average 

fusion neutron energy multiplication in the blanket modules. Q c for Mhj_ = 1 

is shown in Figs. 5 and 16. 

The ratio of the net electrical power output P o u t to the total 

recirculating power P ci r c» representing the sum of P r e s and the power lost to 

other reactor subsystems, is givan by 
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circ circ 

If the resistive dissipation is comparable with other types of power 

consumption so that, for example, pres^circ = ^/2, a fusion reactor that 

gives a net power: output of the same magnitude as the recirculating power 

would require Q = 4. 

For reactor applications where the neutron wall loading is the most 

appropriate measure of performance, an efficiency parameter analogous to Q is 

V"res' which represents the wall loading obtainable per unit operating cost 

(Figs. 6 and 17). For fixed coil shape parameters and for fixed B M, the 

efficiencies Q c and ^ v / ^ r e s and the coil mass M c are increasing functions of 

bore size ac- Consequently, both Q c and <t>w/Pres can be increased at the cost 

of a larger M c. A measure of the effectiveness of the utilization of the 

conductor would be the parameters Q c/M c and ij)w/tPres Mc)(Figs. 7, 8, and 18, 

19). Both pass through maxima as functions of a c, thup defining possible 

"optimal" geometries, with the maximum of ^ w/(P r e s M c) falling in a range that 

could be of practical interest. The magnitudes of these parameters are 
2 

proportional to BJJ so that they can be increased readily by raising the 
magnetic field strength. 

4.2 OPTIMIZATION FOR NEUTRON WALL LOADING 

Instead of defining global optima, it is of greater practical relevance 

to examine optimizations under suitable constraints. A comparison of all the 

configurations that give a specified time-averaged wall loading can lead to 

geometries that minimize the coil dissipation or that minimize the total 
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lifetime cost associated with the coils. In reactors intended for fusion-

neutron applications, i>v should be in the range of 0.3 to 2.5 MW/m , depending 
17 

on specific goals. The general results of this study are adapted to define 
reactors that achieve a spatially-averaged <(iw of 0.5 MW/m2. The local value 

1ft 

on the outboard wall can be expected to be about 25% higher. In any case, 

for a given reactor geometry and 8 the wall loading from a thermonuclear 

plasma can be raised as B^ if higher values are required. 

Under the simplifying assumptions that the displacement of the plasma 

centerline relative to the coil centerline is small compared with the coil 

major radius, 

^ V ^ h-VRj«1 , (4-3, 
c 

and that the scrape-off layer thickness is small compared with the plasma 

half-width. 

°' 2 5 , «1 (4-4) 
a - o 

where & is the average horizontal space between the plasma and the coil 

6 = 1.25 + 0 H „ V (4-5) 
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the condicion of constant (j>w can be wri t ten a s 

2 

(a - 6) 

G<$ , R /R ) = ° ' ° 9 ^ " - ( R / R ) 4 (1 - R / R ) 2 . (4-7) 
vw M c 4 M e H e 

Eq. (4-6) has a solution 

j ) 1 " {fl * H ) " * + (1 - H)^J 1 4 2«GBM 

where 

(4-8) 

H = (1 + £ _ _ ! _ - ^ . (4-9) 
27 6GB„ 

Since for Type A geometry, and for Type B geometry in the limit ^Q^/^C

<<^* 

pres f c r constant cL/Rĵ  is proportional to By (a c - C), 
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p ~ s 2 [ ^ - c ] . (4-10) 

26GBH 

C is a constant proportional to 6-1 with a weak d/Rjj dependence, and arises 

due to the fact that th<* height-to-width ratio for the magnet bore differs 

from the corresponding ratio for the plasma. The effects of the shape 

parameters for a fixed 6 could be essentially absorbed to give a universal 

function relating Pres/Bij t o G B M F o r s m a^^ "MI 

P ~ B„ and a ~ B„ res M C M 

while for large B. H' 

2 P ~ B and a + 6 res M c 

so that P r e s has a minimum at intermediate values of BJJ corresponding to an a 

> 6. 

Using Eq. (4-6), the value of a c at the minimum is readily shown to be a 

solution of the equation 
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. 2 ntm nun , „ „ _, „ „_ ^ . M „ „. a - a (46 - C) + 2 6C = 0 . (4-11) 

A particularly convenient form for the root is obtained by making use of the 

fact that in practice (C/46) << 1, so that to first order in c/6 

a = 46 (1 - — — + ...) . {4— 12) 
c 8 6 

Curves of p as 5 function of Bj, for constant * w have minima at a value of 

a c that is independent of ^ and R(i|/Rc and only very weakly dependent on d/R.,, 

(through C). Therefore, in a reactor configuration that gives the minimum 

P r e s for the TF oiila for any prescribed wall loading and any combination of 

shape parameters, the plasma occupies approximately 3/4 of ths radial bore. 

The magnitude of the minimum P r e s doas depend on the shape parameters and 

wall loading. For Type A reactors, 

P 
509.8 p A 2 6 *• 

r e S 2 R d / R „ L f f - ' 2 - < J / U „ ' J , „ / „ I 2 I, r> ,-r, % 4 5 ' 
H„ M o 1 M ( R H / R C ) d - V » c ) 

(4-13) 

and fo r Type B, 
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V-> % 509.8 p d/R $ ̂ s ' 2 „ 
res 2 S d/R If f. J , o ,_ 2,. ' 45 

u M o i (R./R ) <1-R„/R ) 
O M C M C 

(4-14) 

rhe corresponding value of B H in both cases is 

* V 4 

6/4lRH/Rc) H - V c * 2 

The exact solutions for ^ = 0.5 MW/ra2 are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 20, 

21. A configuration of minimum resistive loss is achieved at the expense of 

large coil dimensions and mass but modest magnetic field strength. The fusion 

power output may also be too large to be of practical interest. A geometry 

that gives higher resistive dissipation but smaller coil mass may be 

preferable to achieve rhe same wall loading so long as the power loss is still 

comparable with the total electrical power consumed in the plasma heating 

systems, the PF coils, and the blanket coolant loops. 

4.3 VARIATION OF POWER LOSS WITH COIL MASS 

An examination of the trade-offs between P r e s and M c as the coil geometry 

changes but $w and B H remain fixed leads to the matter of the lifetime cost of 

the coil system. An arbitrary limit of 250 MW on P r e s for realistic 

geometries suggests that suitable values for B M would be 6T for a Type A 

configuration (Figs. 9 and 10) and 7.75T for Type B (Figs. 20 and 21). It is 
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convenient to look at a sequence of curves of constant d/R.,, with Rfj/Rc 

changing along each curve. 

The condition of constant $ and Bj, can be rewritten from Eq. (4-6) as 

R 2 R 

c c 
(4-16) 

where 

" 0.09216 B * (ac - S ) J 

F reaches a maximum permissible value when RJJ/RC = 2/3, so that there 

exists a minimum a c compatible with the imposed cor-aitions. Its value can be 

calculated from Eq. (4-8). 

The three roots of Eq. (4-16) are 

£ - 2 + I cos ji [cos"1
 f- £ „ - |_,)J + SE } 

corresponding to m = 0, 1, 2. From the fact that the range of values for F 

is 0 < F< 4/27, the m = 1 root can be shown to be always negative and thus not 

of interest; the remaining two roots are positive and coalesce to the value 

Ru/Rc = 2/3 when a c reaches its minimum. 
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Since M depends explicitly on Ru/R- and a c, and since a c is linearly 

proportional to P r e sr M c can be written explicitly as a function of P r e s- For 

each value of P above a minimum there exist two values of M c < The limiting 

behaviors of the curves are given by 

P ~ M 2 / 5 for ̂  + 0 res c R c 

P „ M 1 / 4 for ̂  * 1 . res c R c 

Portions of the exact solutions for Type A with B^ -• 6T appear in Pig. 11 

t..id for Type D with B„ = 7.75T in Fig. 22. The minimum P r e s occurs at values 

of M beyond the range shown, The-e also exists a minimum M c for each d/R̂ ,, 

required in order to allow the curve to evolve from its behavior near the 

minimum P r e s to its asymptotic form as rCi/Rc -» 0. 

4.4 MINIMUM LIFETIME COST 

The capital cost of the TF coil system is essentially proportional to M c 

with a much smaller component proportional to 7- _ that accounts for power 

conversion and cooling equipment. The operating cost is proportional to P 

In the P r e s - H c plane, a given total lifetime cost of the coil system is 

represented by a straight line. As an example, the fabrication cost of a TF 

coil is taken as $35/kg, a value in keeping with the larcW. quantities of 

copper involved and the relatively simple design. The cost of electricity is 

specified as S25/HWh. The coil lifetime is assumed to be 12 years at 60% 
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capacity factor. F.'.gures 11 and 22 show that for each d/I^ there is a coil 

mass in the range 3,000 to 4,000 tons for Type A and 3,000 to 5,000 tons for 

Type B that yields a minimum lifetime cost of around $500M. A locus of 

minimum lifetime coat can be defined showing its d/Hy - variation as well as 

that of the parameters P r e s and M c associated with minimum-lifetime-cost 

configurations. 

Although the optimal geometry depends on coil manufacturing costs and the 

cost of electrical power, as shown in Fig. 12, with major effects on the total 

lifetime cost, for given rates the reactor parameters can vary over a 

significant range with only minimal increases in lifetime cost. For example. 

Fig. 11 shows that a variation in M 0 by 1,000 tons around the optimum produces 

changes in the lifetime cost of only a few per cent. 

4.5 NORMALIZED NEUTRON WALL LOADING EFFICIENCY 

It is useful to compare the optimization curves relating the normalized 

wall loading efficiency ^/(t M c B M ) to a c for constant d/Rj,, Ry/Rp, and 

B M with those for constant d/B^, q^, and By. Both are shown on Figs. 8 and 

19. The point of minimum a c which exists for fixed <j>w and B^ separates the 

corresponding curves into upj,er and lower branches associated with the two 

roots r>£ Rfl/Rj. for each a c. The upper branch with % / K c < 2/3 passes through 

a uaxisum and in the limit R M / R
C * 0 for which a c ~ (RJJ/RJJ shows as 

asymptotic decay <}>„/< P r e s « c B^) ~ a
c~ 7 / / 2' The lower branch for Ry/R,, > 2/3, 

which is omitted from the figures, drops with increasing a c and in the limit 

Rj/Rc + 1, for which a c ~ (1 - ^ / R ^ - 2 , approaches *,/(pres M c B„ 2) - a c
- 5 . 

For comparison, it is noted that the curves of constant Rn/Rc
 d e c a y a s 

V ^ r e s M c B H 2 ' ~ a c " 3 f o r l a r g e ac" 
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5. STRESS CONSIDERATIONS 

The large volume of the conductors associated with resistive TF coils 

designed for steady-state operation, and the moderate magnetic field strengths 

adequate for satisfactory reactor performance allow the coils to be self-

supporting against in-plane loads- Out-of-plane stresses arising from 

overturning moments or from fault conditions can be taken out through 

shear/compression panels or through radiation shielding.*' 

Due to in-plane forces, by far the largest stresses originate with the 

bending moments (see Table 2). Estimates can be obtained from the theory of 

rigid frames. With the coils wedged together to a radius R under the large 

centering forces, the coil system can be represented as a series of 

rectangular frames coalescing into a rigid core formed by the inner beams. 

There is, however, no difficulty in relaxing the built-in boundary condition 

and postulating a continuous elastic support along a portion of the inner 

beams. The more general approach is taken here to give results of wider 

applicability for which the case of interest represents one limit. 

The model and the loadings are illustrated in Fig. 23, with the coil 

represented by a rectangular frame of mean dimensions h x £ built up of beams 

with moments-of-inertia Ijj, I., and 1^. The inner element at radius R^ is 

supported along a length & by a continuous elastic bucking cylinder. For a 

R - toroidal magnetic field variation in the bore of the coil, the outward 

force per unit length along the horizontal legs is 

B 2 R 2 

F -_Jl_ ! ^ « _ ,5.,, 
V u N R ( ' 

Mo c 

where N c is the number of coils. Along the outer vertical leg. 
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2 2 
F = — — _™ ™_ / S_2 
*H „ N R4 + h ' ( 3 

Ho c i 

while along the inside leg, 

„ 2 -; 2 
B M ^ M * . {5-3) H ,i N R. o c i 

The moment distributions are most readily calculated by treating the 

results given by Kleinlogel* for concentrated loads as influence functions in 

integrals over the load distributions. On the horizontal legs, the bending 

moment, taken positive for tension on the inside of the frame element, is 

given by 

x"o c f , i x ! l 1 „ I •> j . x h V 

* BM RM Ri 

K [ I 2 [ ( I + 2 ) + v(2X+3>] ^ T ^ ? R : { 3 ( 1 + V ) " 3 V 2 m > H 3 - ( f ) I 

+ , r , L - , » ^ . . / - ^ , i T (2X + 3) S - XT 3[<X+2) + V<2\+3)] 

itij TTT?T±{ - " ^ ^ [t 3"* 2} " {«^i}{H})2}]}] 
(5-4) 

where x is measured from R =RJ, ard 
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X = * ^ <5-5> 
£ I * h 

• ' h i " 

M u N 

y o c 
2 2 3 t 

^BM R H R i 

« 5 - 6 ) 

2 

i i i i i 

2 
T = i +ih f - Sr M - f ( I : ] 2 ] + 1 1 - ( i ) 2 ] «* (1 + 1 : ) } • ( 5 " 8 > 

For the outer vertical leg the corresponding relation is 

where y is measured from one end. For the inner leg the result is 
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H ji N y o c 
2 2 

^ H RM R i 

= I ri-. i 2 _1 L _ y«A+3i r i 3 - r«w 

' n ( A + 2 ) + V ( 2 A + 3 1 ] k J 1 + h / R j V 2 H J LJE.J t 

- (1 + h/R.f {1 - ( f ) 2 } ] } 

, (2X+3) S-XT J , * > 2 _1 y_ r j , 

3[(X+2) + v<2\+3)] " 2 V R J 1 + h/R. £ I-1 U + h / V 4J 

for 0 < * < I ( 1 - {, 

2 h/R. 3 it) T^hkff-i^-!)] ^i(t-i)^<I(i +f) 

£)'7TO7 tf " 5 1 ^ i ^ f W * 1 • <5-10' X 

Nesting increases the effective stiffness of the inner leg of an 

individual frame. In the limit v -• 0, the bending moment distributions on the 

horizontal and the outer vertical elements are those for a frame with built-in 

horizontal legs; the moment distribution on the inner leg is superfluous. 

Pig. 24 shows the normalized bending moments for a representative range of 

values of the parameters h/R^, h/Jl, and X for a nested coil system (v = 0) 

with Rj taken to be R . These examples cover the reference cases defined and 

examined in detail in Section 8. The effects of a finite stiffness of the 

inner leg and the effects of changes in length of the bucking cylinder are 

illustrated in Fig. 25. 

A particular case, using parameters corresponding approximately to the IF 

coils of ISX, for which finite element solutions exist based on exact force 
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calculations, is shown in Fig. 26 to demonstrate the accuracy of the rigid 

frame approach. The compound shape of the inner beam, where approximately the 

central half has a radial build of 3 inches and the outer sections 5 inches, 

is best modelled by taking the build to be 3 inches over the jhole length with 

the increased stiffness of the outer portions partly taken into account by a 

fictitiously-lengthened bucking cylinder. 

The highest stresses are found at the extremities and at roughly the mid-

spans of the horizontal and vertical legs, with the maximum usually occurring 

at the outboard corners. Regions of low bending stress and consequently 

almost pure tension suggest advantageous locations for the joints, as in the 

ISX TF coils, although even at the corners of the reference designs the stress 

levels are acceptable. For coils bearing on a bucking cylinder, the solutions 

depend on the choice of the length of the support as well as on the 

characteristics of the frame itself. By going from a nested system to one 

with a bucking cylinder, the bending stresses at the outer corners are 

affected only slightly. A proper choice of 5/£, however, can significantly 

reduce the stresses near the inner corners where joints are to be located, and 

maintain them small along the entire inner beams. 
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6. THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Whereas in the pulsed TF coils of present-day tokamaks the heating and 

cooling take place on different time scales, in steady-state operation there 

is an equilibrium at all times between the internal heat generated and that 

convected away by the flowing coolant. Even coils designed for pulsed 

scenarios can be operated at steady state (as in fact they are for discharge 

cleaning) at a fraction of their design current, determined either by 

temperature limitations or by the performance of the external heat rejection 

system. 

The TF coils conceived in this study are assembled from sets of high-

conductivity copper plates incorporating surface cooling channels. After 

passing through the coils, the cooling water is circulated through an external 

heat rejection system of adequate capacity. Even though the coils are not 

subjected to the pulsed loadings conducive to metal fatigue and therefore in 

principle can be opereted at higher conductor temperatures with larger 

temperature gradients, in the interests of system integrity and reliability 

the conductor, insulator, and coolant temperatures can be maintained well 

below 100°c for room temperature coolant at the inlet with only modest cooling 

system performance. An area equal to 5% of the cross section of the outboard 

leg is adequate for cooling passages. 

Estimates of the temperature distributions follow from one-dimensional 
23 24 hydraulics and heat conduction considerations (e.g., Montgomery, Luton ). 

The bulk temperature of the coolant is a monotonically increasing function of 

distance from the inlet, deviating from linearity primarily due to changes in 

cross-sectional area. A global energy balance gives the overall bulk 

temperature rise. Based on mean local values of resistive dissipation, 

temperature drops across the boundary layer can be calculated using empirical 
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relations for the turbulent flow heat transfer coefficient. The local 

temperature difference in the conductor between the channel wall and any 

interior point is estimated from a unidirectional conduction model. The 

nested regions of the coils yield the highest temperature differences so that 

the temperature profile along the conductor can be non-monotonic. If heat 

conduction along the conductor were incorporated in the model, the net effect 

would be a smoothing of the temperature distribution. 

Without reference to the locations of the cooling passage inlets and 

outlets, and with the assumption of a channel length of one turn, the 

calculated temperature differences for the reference designs are such that 

even in the worst combination they give peak temperatures that are well below 

critical values. The thermal stresses should not be an area of concexn. The 

coolant velocity, the pressure loss per channel, and the total pumping power 

are all reasonable. Specific results of the calculations are given in Section 

8 and in Table 3. 

A parameter providing an approximate measure of the feasibility of 

operating the coils at steady state can be defined. The increase in resistive 

dissipation due to nesting is ignored in the interests of simplicity, and the 

cross section allocated to cooling passages is taken as one third of the non

conducting area. ft balance between the heat generated by resistive 

dissipation and the heat absorbed by the coolant flowing at velocity V along a 

channel of length L as its bulk temperature rises by ATt gives 

d2f (1 - f ) 3p 1 o o *e 
~Y • 2 r £ T T i*-" B„ L w p C b M o Kw pw 
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where p w is the density of the coolant and Cp,, is its specific heat. Since 

there are practical limits that must be imposed on the magnitudes of AT b and 

V, the value of the parameter d2f0(1-f0)/Bw L is bounded from below. 

The temperature differences across the boundary layers and within the 

conductor itself generally are considerably lower than ATjj and can be taken 

into account in the choice of AT^. Assuming water as coolant and limiting ATV 

to 45°C and V to 2 m/sec, Eq. (6-1) c m be rewritten to give 

d 2 f (1-f ) -5 
° -2- > 9.6 x 10 (MKS) . (6-2) 

^ 

The factor f o 0 - f o ) , with a maximum at f = 0.5, represents a particular case 

of the well-known trade-off between areas allocated to current conduction and 

to cooling so as to give the minimum temperature increase per unit length. 

For large coils with moderate values of B M, coils of the type treated in 

this study, the current densities in the conductors are sufficiently low that 

the condition of Eq. (6-2) is readily satisfied for channel lengths of one 

turn. 
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7. DESIGN OF CONDUCTORS AND JOINTS 

7,1 FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS 

There are three methods of TF-coil fabrication: (1) tape winding, (2) 

assembly from Bitter plates, and (3) riveting or bolting of plate segments or 

bars. Type (2) is appropriate for the highest fields, while type (3) can be 

used when relatively small fields are satisfactory. The first two methods, 

however, do not lend themselves to demountability. The present conceptual 

designs make use of type (3) construction with the TF coils assembled from 

high-conductivity alloy plates. 

The components of demountable resistive coils of this type can be 

prefabricated under ftrict conditions of quality assurance at specialized 

factories, transported to the reactor site by existing rail or track systems, 

and assembled with minimal work. 

Construction itself will be relatively simple: There is no winding 

process and the milling requirements are straightforward. The large number of 

identical sections (e.g., several hundred inboard and outboard segments for 

each reactor) allow essentially mass production with automated machininn 

procedures. Defects can be readily detected by proof-testing, and the segment 

discarded or refabricated. Hence no defects should be present in the segments 

shipped to the reactor site. 

The insulating material could be fabricated in the form of plates to be 

compressed between adjacent conductor turns upon coil assembly. 

?1ternatively, insulating material could be bonded to each conductor segment. 

Each segment is sufficiently short (12 m or less) and light (10 tons or 

less) so that it can be transported essentially anywhere with existing rail 

flatcars or flatbed trucks. The only on-site construction operations required 

/ 
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for the IF coils are joining of the segments. Mass production of segments in 

a specialized factory and minimization of field assembly work will reduce the 

total magnet cost, reduce the time needed for reactor fabrication and 

insta1Tation, and maximize the reliability of the completed coil set. 

7.2 MATERIALS 

7.2.1 Conductors 

The price of raw copper is just under SI per pound, while the price of 

machinable copper stock (in large quantities) is about S2 per pound. The 

dominant cost will be that of fabrication, however, which at the present time 

would be in the range of S12 to $16 per pound for the relatively simple 

segments envisaged here. Hence a 4000-ton TF coil assembly would cost S96 to 

$128 million dollars to fabricate. These costs are expected not to rise more 

rapidly than the general rate of inflation because of the large copper 

resources in the U.S. and abroad, and because of the increasing displacement 

of copper by more efficient materials in communications and transportation. 

Manufacturers can roll high-conductivity copper plate in thicknesses up 

to 6 cm for sizes up to 4 m in length and 1 m in width, larger dimensions 

being prohibited by t -.ipment limitations at both copper refineries and 

fabricating plants. In any case, the desirability of larger lengths or widths 

must be weighed against the increasing probability of serious metallurgical 

flaws for the high-conductivity alloys. With a typical alloy such as CDA 102, 

the final product is at least half-hard. 

The TF coil segments envisaged in this paper would be constructed by 

joining two or three of the maximum-sized plates by soft soldering or lap 

riveting. With either technique the strength of the plates would be retained. 
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Aluminum is the only practical alternative to copper as the TF coil 

conducting material. Aluminum structural alloy has a conductivity which is 

only 0.6 times that of OFKC copper, but the density of aluminum is just 0.30 

times that of copper, and the two metals have similar costs per pound. 

Assuming that the fabrication costs per pound are similar, the cost of an 

aluminum coil would be only one-half that of a copper coil of the same P r e s-

However, copper would still be used for the inboard coil segments where space 

is at a premium, so thst the cost saving would be no more than 35*. 

The use of aluminum as the conductor must be evaluated on the basis of 

the following advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages oi Aluminum 

(1) Cost per segment about one-half that of copper. 

(2) Substantially less long-term activation by neutron irradiation than 

copper. 

Disadvantages of Aluminum 

(1) Strong tendency to oxidize, which may cause excessive electrical 

resistance at the TF coil joints. 

(2) Lower strength than copper, thus placing a more severe limit on the 

allowed B... 

(3) The TF coil joints tend to gall if many assembly and disassembly 

operations are made. 

(4) Smaller access width between adjacent TF coils. 
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In view of the disadvantages of aluminum, and because the inboard 

segments would have to be fabricated of copper in any event, it seems 

preferable to specify the use of copper for all the coil segments. 

7.2.2 Insulators 

While organic insulation may be more reliable mechanically, the plate 

construction advocated here lends itself to the use of inorganic insulation, 

which may be desirable in order to extend the lifetime of the coil assembly 

against irradiation. The insulators separating tha copper turns can be thin 

plates (- 0.4 cm) of G-10 organic insulation or ceramics such as alumina or 

magnesia. 

7.3 OPTIONS FOR JOINTS 

WhilR at least four toroidal confinement devices have been constructed 

with demountable TF coils, only the FM-T and ISX devices had coils that were 

readily demountable. Additional demands on the successful engineering of the 

joints for the TF coils of a reactor are imposed by the requirement of 

demountability by means of remote machinery, or at least by semi-contact 

techniques. 

The most probable failure in a TF coil would be associated with the 

joints; potential problems include ar increase in contact resistance, coolant 

leakage, and bolt fatigue. Thus the greatest attention must be paid to the 

design of reliable joints, or at least joints that can be repaired easily by 

remote techniques. 

A contact pressure of at least 2000 psi is necessary between two plates 

being joined, in order that the electrical resistance of the joint be 

negligible. Exertion of this pressure requires either bolting or hydraulic 

techniques. In certain designs a ;oil case may be necessary to take up the 

shear stresses. 
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Table 1 lists the various types of joints that have been examined. 

Several of these have been studied in detail, and the conclusions are reported 

in Ref. 26. A butt joint probably takes up the least amount of space, but it 

requires very careful alignment and a fairly elaborate clamping system to 

exert the required -'oropressive stress. A lap joint, on the other hand, offers 

the simplest overall joint assembly, but requires the most space and is 

unsuitable for the inboard joints. The pirio used in finger joints must also 

take up shear stress. 

7.3.1 Bolted Joints 

Figure 27 shows a TF coil with bolted lap joints at positions of low 

bending stress on the outboard legs and bolted butt joints on the inboard 

side. The design of the joints between, the upper or lower segments and the 

outboard segment is straightforward. The joint can be placed in the region of 

lowest stress, in the range of 4,000 to 8,000 psi when R, = 7.5 T, and there 

is no access problem. The most Suitable joint for the outboard segment is a 

lap-type joint such as that implemented in the ISX machine. 

The design of the joints between the upper and lower segment and the 

inboard segment, on the other hand, presents extreme difficulties: first 

because of the very large stresses (perhaps 20,000 to ~5,000 psi) in the most 

desirable regions, namely at the corners (thus allowing the grsatest access to 

the coil bore); and second because of the severe restriction on space and 

accessibility for the joint, especially if the TF coils are wedged. These 

problems could be alleviated markedly by displacing the joint outward by 

several tens of centimeters. In that case, however, the OH solenoid cannot 

be removed without prior disassembly. In Fig. 27, the inboard corners are 

also held in place by hydraulically clamped stainless steel plates keyed into 

the center column. The large stresses in the bolts would require the use of 
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Inconel or an equivalent alloy. To minimize fatigue problems, the bolts would 

be replaced every time the top (or bottom) segment is disassembled. 

A modification of this scheme involves moving the inboard bottom joint to 

a much larger major radius where it would be readily accessible and could be 

made into a lap joint. The inboard segment could then be removed from the 

bottom. 

7.3.2 Hydraulic Joints 

A great advantage of purely hydraulic clamping [i.e., without bolts) when 

used with ar, external shear restraint in the joint area, is that the joint can 

literally be dismantled by simply releasing the oil pressure to the hydraulic 

jacks. A stainless steel casing would be necessary to take up shear stiess. 

More discussion can be found in Ref. 26-
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8. REFERENCE DESIGNS FOR REACTORS EMPHASIZING NEUTRON APPLICATIONS 

Several reference designs have been selected on the basis of the 

foregoing analysis, tempered with engineering considerations. For fusion 

neutron applications with wall loadings of 0.5 MW/m , two designs are of Type 

A in which the OH coils sit in the throat of the reactor, while two are based 

on an optimization of Type B geometry where the OH coils are placed in the 

bore of the TF coils (BI) or are omitted altogether (BII). The basic 

geometries are illustrated in Fig. 2S, and the important parameters are listed 

in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The locations of the design points for AI and All are 

shown in Figs. 2 to 11 and for BI in Figs. 13 to 22. The four illustrative 

designs have the following features in common: 

(1) P r e s = 200 to 250 MW 

(3) nx E ~ 3 x 10 1 3 cm"3s 

(5) <<f> > = 0,50 MW/m2. 

Other parameters have considerable variation. 

8 . 1 EXTERNAL OH COII.S 

Configuration AI gives nearly the optimal value of lt l
w/(P r e s

M
c' associated 

with reactors of wall loading 0.5 MW/m while the trade-off between P_ and 

M results in a lifetime cost of the TF coils only slightly higher than the 

minimum possible with d/Rjj = 0.50, approximately S500H. This is probably 

comparable to the cost of an equivalent superconducting coil set considering 
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the latter's higher capital cost, expensive liquid helium refrigeration 

system, and the refrigeration power requirement. A lower lifetime cost could 

be obtained with a higher value of d/Ru at the cost of increased coil mass. 

For a manufacturing unit cost sufficiently high or an electrical power 

cost sufficiently low, there is an optimum d/R„ for minimizing total lifetime 

cost, although its value may be too high to be of practical value. For the 

rates assumed in Fig. 11, however, this optimum does not occur before d/Rj, 

reaches its physical limit of 1. 

The coil mass for Type AI is lower than that of any of the other 

reference designs requiring an OH solenoid. Radial access is large for ease 

of installation of test modules, beam lines, and diagnostics. The space 

between the blanket and the outer leg of the TF coil, defined on the basis of 

toroidal-field ripple, can accommodate substantial shielding. The ripple 

values from an exact calculation for rectangular coils are substantially lower 

than the values in Table 2 which are obtained from an empirical relation 

derived for circular coils, and in fact are sufficiently low to be 

acceptable tor ignited fusion plasmas. 

The equilibrium field coils can supply at least one-third of the total 

flux swing (resistive + inductive) needed to start the plasma current I . 

Since the resisitive component is no more than half of the inductive component 

L I , and since the additional flux swing required to maintain I for a flat

top of 100 s is a relatively small 4 Vs for <T > « 8 keV, the OH transformer 

must supply only an amount equivalent to L DI D> This requirement determines 

the change in the magnetic field that must be generated by the OH solenoid in 

the throat of the tokamak. 

The main disadvantage of the AI configuration is that the throat diameter 

is at the very minimum needed to accommodate the required L D I D with a 
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realistic range for B 0„. The maximum absolute value B 0 H is limited by stress 

considerations, while BQJ, during the flat-top should be kept relaLively small 

to limit power dissipation. Consequently, the pulse length must be relatively 

short (50 s or less). 

The stress levels in the AI TF coils are quite hi.gh although the maximum 

principal stress is well below the 36,000 psi yield strength for the CDR-102 

high conductivity copper alloy. A secondary disadvantage, from the aspect of 

lifetime cost, is that the design point falls on the low mass side of the 

minimum-cost locus for the assumed power and manufacturing rates. Any 

unplanned increase in electricity cost moves the configuration further away 

from the optimum. 

To overcome these drawbacks, configuration All has been formulated with 

increased throat diameter, increased radial build d, and a larger M c for 

approximately the same lifetime cost as AI. The primary benefit is that the 

required flB0H drops to 60% of its value for AI. At the same time P r e s is 10% 

lower and bending stress is 30% lower. The main disadvantage is the larger 

coil mass. 

Because of the low current densities in the conductors, a consequenca of 

moderate values of B H and large cross-sectional areas, cooling in the steady 

state for both versions is possible with a conventional pressurized water 

system. Peak temperatures in both the coolant and the conductors can be 

readily maintained well below 100°C with only 5% of the cross-sectional area 

allocated to cooling passages. 

8.2 INTERNAL OH COILS 

Area for the flux swing can be increased even further to allow longer 

pulse lengths if the OH coils are placed just inside the TF coil bore. This 
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configuration is practical only if the TF coils are readily demountable to 

allow quick access to the OH coils for maintenance or removal. For the Type 

BI design, the available flux is sufficiently large for a pulse length of at 

least 500 s when <T > = 8 keV. Although a significantly higher Bj, is required 

than for All, the stresses ire no higher and the resistive losses only 

marginally larger. The lifetime cost is again approximately $500M for the 

same fabrication and electricity rates used in the AI and All" costing. It may 

be noted that in contrast to the situation for the Type A configurations, the 

parameters range is such that an increase in d/Bĵ  increases the lifetime 

cost. In fact, d/R-. = 0.75 is close to the optimum value. 

The main disadvantages of the Type BI geometry are the relatively large 

B M and the internal placement of the OH solenoid. The BII geometry eliminates 

the requirement of an OH solenoid by depending on the EF flux swing and a 

neutral-beam or radio-frequency-driven current to establish and maintain I . 

The smaller R that results from elimination of the OH solenoid allows a 

smaller B H- Although the resulting design is the most compact and economical 

of the four types considered, its feasibility depends on the effectiveness of 

driving a plasma current by momentum transfer, which is yet to be demonstrated 

convincingly in tokamaks. 
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9. CONSIDERATIONS FOR PORE FOSION POWER REACTORS 

Although this study has concentrated on tokamaks of a size smaller than 

appropriate for "pure fusion" electrical power generation using a 

relatively modest magnetic field, it is interesting to consider the question 

of whether resistive TF coils of optimal geometry can also find application in 

"pure fusion" reactors. Such a reactor can be conceived by expanding the Type 

BI geometry to give a sufficiently high fusion power gain p_c and an increased 

neutron wall loading. The effects of different wall loadings are shown in 

Fig. 29. The corresponding P r e s vs Bu curves for constant Q c# of primary 

interest in connection with power-producing reactors, are shown in Fig. 30. 

Resistive dissipation is essentially minimized by choosing a design point 

much closer to the optimum (see Fig. 20) than in the previous 

configurations. Table 5 compares some of the major parameters of such a 

reactor with those of a recently designed "pure fusion" electrical power 

reactor with superconducting coils ("STARFIRE"). For a coil bore of 

approximately 10 m x 17 m and a B M of 6.8 T, the reactor, with a blanket power 

multiplication of 1.2, achieves a Q of 6.3 with a wall loading of 2.5 

MW/m . The resistive loss is an acceptable 360 MW, but the coil mass is a 

very large 21,700 tons. The plant efficiency is about the same as for 

STARFIRE, but the thermal and electrical power outputs are twice a*= large. 

Smaller resistive-coil pure fusion reactors can be envisaged but with degraded 

plant efficiencies. 

Overall reactor size and efficiency that are comparable with those of 

currently envisaged superconducting-coil reactors can be achieved with 

resistive TF coils having a lifetime cost of approximately ?1,300 M, under the 

assumptions of Sec. 4.4. Thus, in principle, even a pure-fusion electrical 

power reactor is feasible based on proven copper-coil technology, and with all 

the advantages discussed in Sec. 1. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 

With major difficulties apparent in implementing superconducting TF coils 

for tokamak reactors, this paper has reexamined the commonly-accepted notion 

that resistive coils would be unacceptable because of excessive power losses 

and the consequent inability to opei._̂ e in the steady state. It is shown that 

with the moderate magnetic field strengths now thought to be adequate to 

contain a plasma with a fusion power density of reactor interest, steady-state 

resistive TF coils can be designed that offer attractive performance at least 

for near-term test reactors and practical tokamak neutron sources. 

The requirement for accessibility to all subsystems of a tokamak reactor, 

including internal PF coils and inboard blanket modules, necessitates the use 

of readily demountable TF coils. Within the current state of the art, or that 

realistically projected ahead for several decades, this requirement implies 

that the TF coils must be assembled from resistive conductors. Disadvantages 

of superconducting coils in addition to their lack of demountability, include 

their extreme sensitivity to pulsed magnetic fields and to neutron and gamma 

radiation, complicated refrigeration systems, necessity for on-site 

fabrication, excessive downtime in case of warm-up or cool-down, and in the 

long run the uncertain supply of helium and the possibly exorbitant cost of 

niobium. The need for steady-state operation of TF coils in practical reactor 

applications implies that resistive coils must be massive to allow easy 

cooling with pressurized water. Such massive coils will result in power 

losses that are acceptable in the sense that they are comparable with the sum 

of the other power losses in the reactor facility (PF coils, plasma heating 

systems, blanket cooling systems, pumps, HVfiC). Attention in this paper has 

been focused on rectangular TF coil geometries which permit the greatest 

accessibility and the most straightforward fabrication methods. The 
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necessarily large conductor cross sections and the restriction oi the masir.r'tic 

field to less than 8.0 T at the coil windings lead to readily manageable 

levels of stress. 

In the parametric analyses of TF coil and reactor characteristics, 

various optimizations have been considered for reactor configurations that 

incorporate OH coils in the throat of the ros -'.or (Type a) or in the bore of 

the TF coils (Type B). For geometries associ ted with a specified neutron 

wall loading, either the resistive dissipation or the total lifetime cost of 

the TF coils can be minimized. Power losses can be reduced to the range of 

200 to 300 MW in steady-state operation for reactors with fusion electrical 

power gain (the ratio of potential gross electrical output from the reactor to 

the electrical power iiput to the TF coils) of order 1 and neutron wall 

loadings of 0.5 MW/m . The minimum lifatime cost of the TF coils for an 

assumed fabrication cost of $35/kg and an electricity value of $25/MW-hr is 

approximately $500 M. Departures of the coil mass by less than 30% from the 

optimum increase the lifetime cost by only a few percent. 

Several reference designs have been formulated with each TF coil divided 

into four segments consisting of approximately 25 plates bolted together. 

Each plate can be made by splicing two or three commercially available plates 

of 4 m length and thickness up to 6 cm. There appears to be a number of 

feasible configurations for demountable joints between segments. The method 

of coil manufacture advocated in this paper lends itself to relatively low 

construction costs using mass production in off-site factories with assembly 

on-site limited to simple operations. 

Tokamak reactors with demountable resistive TF coils and major radii in 

the range 4.5 to 5.5 m are suitable for nt./r—term fusion test reactors and for 

deployment as neutron sources for applications such as fusion-fission power 
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generation and isotope production. By increasing the reac'.or size, the 

obtainable fusion power output and the neutron wall loading increase much more 

rapidly than the TF coil power loss, so that low-field "pure fusion" reactors 

with large electrical power gains are feasible for major radii of aboat 8 

meters and more. 
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Table 1 

CANDIDATE DEMOUNTABLE JOINTS 

METHOD OF APPLYING 
TYPE OF JOINT CLAMPING PRESSURE 

Lap Bolts 

Finger Recessed pins and ' 

EXAMPLES OF 
PREVIOUS USE 

ISX (Outboard) 
PDX 

ISX (Inboard) 
Doublet III 

Vertical Butt Bolts and clai'ning ring attached to 
center column 

See Fig. 27 

Horizontal Butt (1) Bolting together of overlays 
attached to butted segments 

(2) Clamping ring on outboard side Analogous to 
clamping of 
Alcator TF coils 

Plug-In Hydraulic clamping ring Plug-in joints on 
TEXT PF coils 

Lap Hydraulic cylinders 
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Table 2 

TOROIDAL FIELD COIL PARAMETERS 

AI All BI BII 

No. of coils 12 12 12 12 

a c (m) 3.25 2.90 3.00 2.75 

b c (m) 5.20 4.50 4.55 4.50 

R c (m) 5.25 5.40 4.80 4.35 

R„ (m) 2.00 2.50 1.80 1.60 

d (m) i.no 7.25 1.35 1.20 

d v (m) 0.80 0.80 0.50 0.50 

^OH < m ) 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 

w (m) 1.07 1.34 1.21 0.86 

d/R,, 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 

V R c 0.38 0.46 0.38 0.37 

Overall diam. j m) 19.0 19.1 18.3 16.6 

Overall height (m) 12.4 11.5 11.8 11.4 

Access gap (m) 3.37 3.00 2.87 2.85 

B M (T) 5.87 5.96 7.60 6.91 

B t (T) 2.42 2.98 2.86 2.70 

N i c per coil (MAt) 4.89 6.21 5.70 4.61 

Turns per coil. N 25 25 25 25 

I c (kA) 196 248 228 184 

Coil mass M c (10 6 kg) 3.08 4.22 3.82 2.45 

Resistive loss P r e s (MW) 246 221 238 207 

Ripple, peak-tc i-avg. 

a t R = Rp 

at R = Rp + a p / 2 

a t R = Rp + ap 

0.004 0.006 0.005 0.004 

0.015 0.016 0.016 0.C14 

0.050 0.044 0.050 0.045 
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Forces (MN) 

Centering force per coil 125 132 169 126 

Koriz. separating force 39 57 51 37 

Vert, separating force 52 72 87 58 

Stresses (10 psi) 

Max bending stress 25 17 15 18 

Tensile stress, horiz. leg 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.6 

Bearing stress in nested 3.0 2.8 2.4 2.1 
region 
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Table 3 

TF COIL THERMAL PARAMETERS 

At BI 

Type of copper CDA 102 Alloy-

Conductivity 101% IACS 

Resistivity at 50 °C (flm) 1.9 x 10~ 8 

Max current density(kA/cm ) 0.76 0.91 

Packing factor - outboard leg 0.85 0.85 

- inboard leg 0.80 0.72 

Conductors per coil 25 25 

Cooling channels per conductor 6 10 

Turns per channel 1 1 

Channel length (ra) 37.8 36.1 

Channel hydraulic dia (cm) 1.89 1.80 

Coolant velocity !m/s) 2.0 2.0 

Channel pressure loss (psi) 17.4 17.4 

Total punning power (kW) 193 293 

Total volume flow (m3/s) 1.29 1.95 

Coolant inlet temp (°C) 20.0 20.0 

Coolant temp, rise (°C) 45.8 29.2 

Max AT, conductor to coolant (°C) 9.0 7.9 

Max AT, to local hot spots C O 11.5 16.6 
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Major radius R̂  (m) 
Half-width a (m) 
Half-height b p (m) 

V a P 
a v (m) 

\ Cm) 
q at plasma edge 

I p (MA) 
Throat radius* (m) 
I-p (UH) 

VP ( V S ) 

iB 0 H for star-t-up <T 
Loop vol tage at <Te>=8 keV 
Pulse length (s) 
ABQ H during f l a t - t o p (T) 
Range of B Q H (T) 

<8> 
„ ~ • 2 2 
Rej.atJ.ve JIT <= n a 

E 2 P 

P 
Effective wall area A^ (/) 
Fusion power P j u s (MW) 

Wall loading I]JW (MW/tn2) 

Table 4 

PLASMA AND REACTOR PARAMETERS 

AI All BI BII 
4.35 5.00 4.78 4.10 
1.60 1.25 1.28 1.25 
3.20 2.50 2.55 2.50 
3.03 4.00 3.75 3.28 
1.85 1.50 1.53 1.50 
4.20 3.50 3.55 3.50 
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
7.8 5.7 5.9 6.3 
1.0 1.25 0.0 0.0 
S.46 7.37 6.64 5.02 
42 42 39 31 
16.7 10.0 2.7 — 

eV 0.034 0.042 0.040 0.038 
50 -100 -500 00 

0.7 1.0 1.4 — 
+ 10.0 +8.0 +3.5 — 
-7.4 -3.0 -0.6 — 
1.8 2.4 2.2 1.9 
0.079 0.060 0.064 0.073 
1.25 1.00 1.02 1.00 
1.43 1.00 1.03 1.00 

2 m ) 646 534 519 438 
404 334 324 274 
0.46 0.42 0.38 0.38 
0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

http://Rej.atJ.ve
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Table 5 

Superconducting 
TF Coils 
(STARFIRE) 

*p 
7.0 m 

Coil conductor Nb3Sn + KbTi 

Coil bore 10 m x 15 m 

Rc 7.8 m 

*M 3.42 m 

d 

TOKAMAK ELECTRICAL POWER REACTORS WITH BLANKET MULTIPLICATION " 1.2 

Resistive 
TF Coils 
(Type BI) 

8.2 m 

Copper 

10 m x 17 m 

8.33 m 

3.33 m 

2.50 m 

2.03 m 

2.9 ra 

21,700 tons 

6.8 T 

360 MW e 

0.085 

14 MA 

2.0 

2.5 MW/m2 

6740 MW 

3350 MW e 

760 MW„ 
e 

4.4 
0.32 

Mc 

BM 
Coil Power Loss 

<3> 

JP 
2 2 

n x E - <p> B f c a p 

*w 

Fusion Power 

Gross Elec. Power 

Total Power Consump. 
Gross Elec. Power 0„ = E Circulating Power 

Plant Efficiency 

1.94 m 

11.0 T 

20 MW (refrig) 

0.067 

11 MA 

2.6 

3.5 MW/m2 

3200 MW 

1600 MW e 

450 MW e 

3.6 

0.30 
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R c ( £ Coil) H* a c -

« Rp(C_ Plasma)-*Hj 

*—Rs^H 

d o n -

d (typ) 

.Om U-aD-*l 
(typ) 

0.25m 
(typ) 

•Joints-

TF Coil 

Blanket 

— H^— 

Plasma 

1.5m 
_ £ 

2 b, 
2 b v 

2b, 

o o 
o o 

Fig. 1. Model of Tokamak Geometry. (PPPL-796359) 
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COIL HALF-BORE a c(m) 

Fig . 2. TF Coil Resist ive Diss ipat ion fo r Type-A Reactors. 

(PPPL-796350) 
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Fig. 3. Normalized Coil Mass for Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796348) 
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COIL HALF-BORE a c (m) 

Fig. 4. Neutron Wall Loading for Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796344) 
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Fig. 6. Ratio of Neutron Wall Loading to TF Coil Power Diss ipat ion 
f o r Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796345) 
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Fig. 7. Fusion Electrical Power Gain Normalized to Coil Mass for 
Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796347) 
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Fig. 8. Neutron Wall Loading Efficiency Normalized to Coil Mass for 
Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796342) 
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Fig . 10. Var ia t ion of TF Coil Power Dissipat ion w i th Maximum Field 
at the Conductor f o r Type-A Reactors Givina 0.5 MW/m? 
Neutron Wall Loading. (PPPL-796361) 
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Fig. 14. Normalized Coil Mass for Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-803030) 
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Fig. 17. Ratio o f Neutron Wall Loading to TF Coil Power D iss ipat ion f o r 
Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-803032) 
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Fig. 19. Neutron Wall Loading Efficiency Normalized to Coil Mass 
for Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-803029) 
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Fig. 23 Model of Coil Structure and Loading for Stress Considerations. 
(PPPL-806676) 
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ABSTRACT 

Water-cooled reslatlvo tokamak toroldal-f li_ld tTt'> eoiin fabricated 

of copper or aluminum can be made readily demountable, thereby ensuring the 

maintainability of Interpol poloidai fluid coils, inboard blanket modulus, and 

the components of a pololdal magnetic divcrtor. Kesistive noils an* 

unafreetod by the pulsed field!) of a tokamak, require lean shielding against 

neutron irradiation than do superconducting coils, and iuwu simple 

tefrlgerafclon syatema. The demountable segments can be built lit factories and 

trannporHed disassembled to the reactor aifce. To achieve a uatinf actory 

plasma pressure for varloua reactor applications, the magnetic fluid can be 

sufficiently low tto that steady-state operation of resistive col La" in (piitu 

feasible. 

This paper analyzes the optimization of the geometry or resistive TI-' 

coils of rectanyular bore for tokamak fusion teat reactor", and practical 

neutron generators. In examining the trade-offs between geometric parameters 

and magnetic field for reactors giving a specified neutron wall loading, 

either the resistive* power' loss or the lifetime roil cost C3\\ lie mi nlin Lzed. 

Aspects of cooling, magnetic stress, and construction are addressed for 

several reference designs. Bending moment distributions in closed form have 

been derived for rectanyuljr coils on the basis of the theory of rigid 

frames. Candidate methods of fabrication and of implementing demountable 

joints are summarized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Practical tokamak fusion reactors must be characterized by long-

pulse, high duty-factor operation with steady-state toroidal-field (TF) 

coils. The usual reasons cited against the use of normal-conducting 

(resiEiive) TF coils are excessive power dissipation and the consequent 

inability to operate in the steady state. However, at the values of <6> ~ 

(plasma pressure/nagnetic-field pressure) now thought to be achievable in 

tokamaks (viz., <B> » 5 to 10%), the magnetic field required for satisfactory 

performance of tokamak reactors in various applications can be sufficiently 

low so that steady-state operation of resistive coils is quite feasible. In 

applications such as radiation test facilities, fusion-fission power 

production, and the generation of nuclear or chemical fuels, resistive TF 

coils can prove to be an advantageous alternative to superconducting coils. 

For very large "pure fusion" electrical power reactors (i.e., having only 

modest blanket energy multiplication), many reactor parameters are comparable 

irrespective of whether the coils are resistive or superconducting. 

1.1 DISADVANTAGES OF SUPERCONDUCTING TF COILS 

Whila a superconducting coil set has been built recently for a small 

tokamak (the T-7 device at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy >, its 

windings are highly stabilized with copper (10:1 cross-section ratio), and a 

thick copper shield is located between the TF coils and the plasma vessel. 

These characteristics are impractical for use in a tokamak reactor. Many 

bubble-chamber and other superconducting solenoids have been built and 

operated successfully, but they do not face the formidable conditions that 

will confront the TF coils in tokamak reactors: strangely asymmetric forces, 

overturning moments, rapidly pulsed magnetic fields, neutron and gamma 

radiation, and difficulty of access for repair of the coils. 
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A number of serious drawbacks of superconducting coils must be 

overcome before they can be utilized in tokamuk reactors: 

• Nondemountability - Access to internal components such as poloidal 

field (PF) coils, divertor hardware, and inboard blanket modules is 

extraordinarily difficult if not impossible unless the TF coils are 

readily demountable. Repair of a non-demountable coil would require 

the removal of an entire reactor segment. Implementation of 

demountable superconducting coils', however, is probably impractical 

(although a conceptual design exists ). 

fc Pulsed Fields - Superconducting coils with practical stabilizer 

volumes may not be able to withstand (without going normal) the large 

rate-of-change of vertical fields commonly found in tokamak operation 

during start up and during plasma disruptions. In fact, the maximum 

loop voltage that could be applied to start the plasma current will 

be limited by the maximum dB/dt tolerated by superconducting TF 

coils. 

• Neutrons - Neutron streaming through injection and pumping ducts 

introduces special shielding problems for superconducting TF coils. 

• Construction - Superconducting coils of the size needed for tokamak 

test reactors must be built on site. They are far too bulky, heavy, 

and fragile to be moved from a specialized off-site factory where 

quality assurance can be much stricter. 



• Refrigeration - Cryogenic refrigeration requirement may exceed 50 kW 

at 4*K, corresponding to 20 MW at room temperature, so that the 

refrigerator else must be several times larger than the_ present state 

of the art. In any event, the refrigeration : }em_ would be 

extraordinarily complex compared with;a resistive-coil water coolant 

system, 

• Maintenance - Maintenance of the reactor components is impossible 

unless the TF coils are shut off, which for superconducting coils 

implies a down-time of at least two days even for the most trivial 

maintenance operation. 

1.2 MOTIVATION FOR RESISTIVE TF COILS 

Water-cooled resistive TF coils fabricated of copper or aluminum can 

be made readily demountable, thereby ensuring the feasibility of internal 

placement of PF coils and of the use of a poloidal magnetic divertor; they are 

unaffected by pulsed fields, require -less shielding against neutron 

irradiation than do superconducting coils, can be factory-built and 

transported (disassembled) to the reactor site, hav" simple refrigeration 

systems, and can be activated or deactivated in a fraction of a minute, 

thereby allowing rapid turnaround for minor reactor maintenance. 

However, resistive coils do have the following disadvantages: 

• Power Dissipation - The power consumption of resistive coils will 

always be considerably greater than that of superconducting coils 

(about 20 MW for the cryogenic refrigerator for a full-sized reactor 

coil set). As shown in this study, however, if sufficient copper is 

used to allow the resistive coils to operate at steady state, then 



the power dissipation can be reduced to the rar.ge of 150 to 300 MW 

for full-scale D-T reactors. This power level will be comparable 

with the sum of the other electrical power drains in the reactors. 

• Volume of Material - Several thousand tons of copper will be required 

for a resistive TF coil set that can operate in the steady state. 

This mass represents about one day's production of copper in the 

U..'j. On the other hand, cryostable superconducting coils require a 

mass of copper or aluminum of at least several hundred tons in 

addition to large masses of niobium and titanium or tin. The prices 

of the latter metals are reaching rather high levels, while the 

prices of copper and aluminum, which are relatively abundant, are 

expected to remain low. 

• A disadvantage of present day resistive TF-joi.1 sets is that they are 

pulsed at the same frequency as that of the plasma discharges, so 

that the coil lifetime is limited by fatigue. This fatigue problem 

will be eliminated in the steady-state TF coil set of a tokamak 

reactor. 

1.3 LONG-TERM PROSPECTS FOR PESISTIVE COILS 

It will be argued that in the long term, all toroidal reactors must 

have superconducting coils. However, even if reliable superconducting coils 

permitting easy reactor maintenance and having acceptable cost are developed 

in fifty years time, certain other factors will continje to weigh in favor of 

retaining the simpler resistive TF coil sets, at least for D-T reactors: 
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• It seams probable that methods of generating toroidal plasmas of 

increasing beta will be developed so that the magnetic field required 

for a given reactor application will be reduced. 

• It is not clear that economically recoverable helium will be 

available in fifty years. Even if it is, there are many othsr 

applications requiring helium with which magnetic fusion reactors 

will have to compete. Besides its use as a general purpose coolant, 

helium may be required for applications such as dirigibles, 

superconducting transmission lines and levitated trains, what helium 

is available for fusion reactors , should be retained for cooling 

blankets and for cryopumping. 

• The price of niobium, like that of most relatively rare metals, could 

become exorbitant in fifty years. 

It seems likely that superconducting coils will be relegated to use with 

fusion reactors using "advanced fuels" such as D-D, where the power densities 

are so low that the coil power dissipation must be truly minimized. 

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

A practical tokamak reactor must have readily demountable TF coils to 

enrure ease of access for the maintenance of internal PF coils and the 

components o:;" a poloidal -nagnetic divertor, and for the processing of inboard 

blanket modules. In the case of failure of a TF coil, demountcbiliiy allows 

its replacement in an acceptable length of time. While demountable 

superconducting coils are probably impractical, demountable resistive TF coils 
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have been found tQ perform well in the ISX,G Doublet III,9 and PDX 1 0 

experimental takaataks, as wmll *« the FH-1 spherator.11 The ISX coils, in 

particular, lr.nd themselves to rapid disassembly for changeout of the machine 

interior. 

Reference 13 has reported an analysis of steady-state resistive coils 

for a tokamak reactQr, but using nondemountable coils of circular bore. The 

present study parameterizes the performance of reactors with steady-stat-^ 

resistive TF coils of rectangular geometry drsgned especially for ease of 

riemountability. Sections 2 to 4 of this paper determine tokamak and coil 

configurations that give optima" values of certain figures-of-merit related to 

near-term reactor goals. It is found that practical reactors can be realized 

with resistive losses of 200 to 250 MW, at the expense of copper masse.s 

between 2400 and 4400 tons. Consideration of the trade-offs between capital 

cost and operating cost for TF coils in reactors of specified performance 

shows that the total lifetime expenditures are reasonable. 

Various stress and thermal aspects of the coils are examined in 

Sections 5 and 6, examples of TF coil joints are illustrated in Section 7, and 

the parameters of Representative designs of tokamak reactors are given in 

Sections 8 and 9. 



2. TOKAMAK MODEL 

2.1 REACTOR GEOMETRY 

The analysis is based on the rectangular coil geometry shown in Fig. 

1, although, qualitatively the results are equally applicable to more general 

elongated shapes. The plasm",, of rectangular cross section 2a x 2b , is 
\\ 

P P,' 
'H surrounded by a scrape-off layer 0.25 m thick. Space 1.5 m high is ailo'.ated 

to a single-null poloidal divertor. The vacuum vessel, blanket, and shield 

assembly are assumed to have a total thickness of 1.0 m. The half-width of 

the magnet bore is a c and the half-height b c. The radial bu^ld is denoted by 

d, and the axial build by w. 

The plasma is centered at radius R_ and the coil at R c relative to 

the major axis of the reactor, leaving gaps of d 0 H inboard and d v oui.board 

between the shield and the coil. The space d-,, accommodates the ohmic heating 

solenoid for design options where it is topologically-linked with the TF coil 

system. The outer equilibrium-field coils are located in dy, the magnitude of 

which is chosen in part to give an acceptable TF ripple at the plasma. The 

radius corresponding to the maximum magnetic field strength B^ is denoted by 

R»-. To allow the' coils to be self-supporting against the centering magnetic 

forces by nesting on assembly, the inboard faces are shaved to radius R , 

arbitrarily assumed to be Ru -t/. ^OH" Out-of-plane loads are to be taken out 

through shear/compression panels positioned betwsen the coils or through 

radiation shielding. 

Two families of tokamak layouts are proposed. For Type A, the OH 

coils are located in the throat of the reactor, and d ™ - 0. Type 131 provides 

a ir.uch larger area for the OH flux swing by placing the OH coils in the bore 

of the TF coils. The TF coil inboard leg can then be extended to the reactor 
f 

centerline, to yield electrical and structural benefit!;. The BI option is 



practical only for a reactor with retdily demountable TF ceils. Based on the 

theoretical concept that the pl«»«a current can be established and sustained 

by a combination of neucral beam injection and the EF flux swing. Type B1I 

completely eliminates the OH coil», to that again dg H can be zero. 

I) 
2.2 CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS FOR THE TF COILS 

The TF uoils are characterized by their mass M c and their resistive 

power loss P r e s , parameters which represent respectively most of their capital 

and operating co^ts. ~̂ 

For a conductor of arbitrary shape carrying a current density-'j, the 

power dissipated is "-.. y;'' 

P = fp j2dt (2-1) 
res ; *e 

where p„ is cthe resistivity of the material, and-the integral is carried out 

over the volume of the conductor. For a constant resistivity, and the current 

density uniform across the' cross section of a conductor >in Keeping with the 

steady-state assumption, the total dissipation of a composite of N conductors 

of cross-sections A; constant along a common length L, each carrying a current 

I, is 

P = p I 2 L Y ~ . 12-2} res ê £ A. N 1 

This quantity can be minimized subject to the constraint that the total cross-

section be fixed to give 

P - p (HI) 2 k • = < 2 _ 3 > 
res Ke A ,•? 



The minimal power dissipation for a group of V conductors constituting a 

cross-sectional area A and each passing the sane current, is realized 

therefore when the conductors have equal var«as, or, alternatively, when the 

current density is constant not only across each conductor but across the 

whole cross section. Then the composite structure can be treated as a single 

large conductor of area A carrying a uniform current density NI/A. 

The characteristics of the TF coil system are calculated or. the^basis 

of the following models 

» ,.. All turns of a coil art' of equal cross-sectional area and carry the 

sarae current. -In particular, there are to be 12 coils of 25 turns 

each. The conceptual design anticipates assembly from Jhigh-
_„-... '' '•' • '" o 

i conductivity copper plateB with coding channels machined in the^ 

faces at regular intervals. Calculations have assumed CDA 102 copper 

alloy with 101* IACS conductivity or- a resistivity of 1.9 x 10 SJm 
• • . * ° * X - - " 

at 50'c. % o 

e ^The packing factor, the .fraction of the coil cross section occupied 

by the copper conductor, is specified for tnV outboard leg and varies 

elsewhere so as to keep unchanged the area devoted to cooling 

passages and insulation. Detailed calculations assume a packing 

factor cf 0.85 for the outboard legs, with the retraining area 

subdivided to allow 10% for insulation and 5% for cooling passages. 

• The resistive dissipation and, for consistency, the coil nass are 

calculated *riluding the relatively snail contributions of the corner 

=̂ ^regions. In an engineering design the outboard corners' could be 

rounded ir. order to= reduce stress levels while simultaneously 
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eliminating unnecessary mass and electrical resistance. Since the 

extent of rounding is restricted on the inboard side, a correction of 

5% is added to the calculated values. 

For Type A geometry, the resistive power loss for N coils is given by 

4np _ , 2a +• b 2b p = _ _ S c B
 2 — ! - I—H £ + 2 1 ( 2-4) res 2 S"« d/R . f f.(2 - d/R ) J • l̂  1J u M o l M 

under the restriction Tt/Nc << 1, where f_ and f* are the packing factors in 

the outboard and shaved portions of the coil respectively, u„ is the magnetic 

permeability, and C R th'i correction factor to account for the corners (1.05 in 

the calculations). The mass for Nr. coils can be written as 

- R /R 2 
-„ " C 1 = 2,rpa dC i - | ( 2 - d /R ) f. + 2 f 1 b + 4a f ( ( 2 - 5 ) 
R . / l ? J c R K, ! *• M ; i o J c c o ' M c M 

w h e r e o i s t h e d e n s i t y of t h e c o n d u c t o r . The r e l a t i o n be twtMn b and a „ i s 

b i. 1 - £ f2a - (A + d + 2 .5] 1 + 2.0 (?.-6) 
c 2 a <• c ' • O H v ' J 

? 

so that for a fixed plasma elongation, P r e s and M Q are functions of a c alone 

vith the parameters <*/% and B M / R C having ranges between 0 and 1, 

representing the shape of the coils in ncndimensional form. 
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The corresponding relations for Type B geonetry are 

4irp , , 2a + b - d 2b 
p , l £ c B 2 J r c . c OH _ c 
P r e s 2 C R BM d / R u I 1 - R / R + ~ "̂M 

"° M f [ 1 + 6 /a . * c 1 L 

o L OH C R^/R J 

1 - V R -
+ 

<f - 1) [I - d / a * c 1 + 1 o L OH c R„/R J 

H C 

1 - R„/R„ 2 1 i R / R f . 
Mc [—^rl - 2 l » ac CR d/RM U«0 ( 1• y ' . - ^ ) + v r K I b c 

2 
1 - R„/R a: V R c , OH + 4a f |1 + d / a - — — ] ^^- \ . ( 2 - 8 ) 

c o l OH' c R . / R J a ' K i ' M c c 
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3. REACTOR PLASMA CONSIDERATIONS 

For a deuterium-tritium plasma with equal densities of deuterons and 

tritons, the .fusion reaction rate per unit volume is 

k (T + T.) e i 

where p is the total plasma pressure, T̂  the mean ion temperature, T e the 

electron temperature, k the 3oltzmann constant, and <<jv> the fusion 

reactivity. In terms of 8, the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, Eq. (3-

1) is rewritten as 

1 <qv> 2 4 ,„ , 
R = 3 B (3-2) 

(4u k) (T + T . r 
o e i 

where B t is the magnetic field at the center of the plasma. 

For a given plasma pressure, the maximum fusion power density P^ is 
2 attained at the maximum of <OV>/TJ , which for a D-T plasma occurs near T. = 

15 keV. Then for T ^ T. (in MW/m3) e I 

? = 1.3 B 2 B t" . (3-3) 

Enhancement of <Pf> by a factor of 2 to 3 is realistic with tailored plasma 

profiles. A value of 2.3 is chosen to yield a space-averaged fusion power 

density (in MW/m ) of 

<P > = 3.0 <6>2 B . (3-4) 
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For the driven tsubignited) plasmas that are rnost pertinent to this work, the 

above relations would require some modification. Nevertheless, Eq. (3-4) is 

used throughout this analysis. 

For the rectangular geometry defined in Section 2 the total fusion power 

output (in MW) is 

b a 2 
P„ = 24.0 TI <&> -E f-E) R B t (3-5) 
fus a lR ; P t 

P P 

of which 80% is associated with the neutron flux. An average neutron wall 

loading $ w, defined on the basis of a fictitious first wall placed at the 25 

cm scrape-off distance all around the plasma, becomes (in MW/m ) 

"> 4 , b a 2 R B„ 
* w = 2 . 4 < B > 2 f ^ -JL- t . 

p p a [ 1 + _ £ j + 0.50 

MHD stability considerations of tokamak equilibria place an upper bound 

on the average plasma pressure through the relation 

a b -J2 -E R a P P 
max <6> » 0.12 -f -*• , (3-7) 

thus limiting the achievable fusion power density and the neutron wall 

loading. This relation is valid for plasma elongations up to approximately 

2. The present study of TF coil parameters is carried out for a single ratio 

V a P = 2 - ° -
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The variables B t, fc, and a that refer to the plasma can be rewritten in 

terms of coil parameters using the expressions 

( V R c ' ac 
Bfc = (1 - R„/R c) M , (3-8) 

v n - v v + ( d o H - v / 2 

a. = , _ w + ^ - ' , p 1 - R ^ • 2 

d + d 
3 = a - 1.25 =~—- . (3-10) 
p c 2 
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4. OPTIMIZATION OF COIL PARAMETERS 

4.1 FIGURES-OF-MERIT 

Various figures-of-merit may be defined on the basis of the fusion power 

output, the neutron loading on the first wall, the resistive power dissipated 

*.n the coils, and the coil mass. When tempered with engineering 

considerations, different optimizations provide a basis for the choice of 

reference designs. 

Detailed calculations have been carried out for Type A configurations 

with dy = 0.80 m and for Type B with dQ H - 0.45 m and 6\, « 0.50 m. Figures 2, 

3, 4, and 13, 14, 15 show P r e s, M_, and $ w for the two configurations as 

functions of a c, with d/RM and % / R c as parameters. 

The fusion electrical power gain factor Q c for the coils, defined as the 

ratio of the potential gross electrical output from the reactor to the 

electrical power input to the TF coils, is 

°c= ° - 2 8 i ^ M
b i

 ( 4" 1 ) 

res 

for a thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency of 35%. M^i is the average 

fusion neutron energy multiplication in the blanket modules. Q c for Mj^ = 1 

is shown in Figs. 5 and 16. 

The ratio of the net electrical power output Pou^- to the total 

recirculating power P ci r c> representing the sum of P r e s and the power lost to 

other reactor subsystems, is givan by 
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circ circ 

If the resistive dissipation is comparable with other types of power 

consumption so that, for example, p
r e s / p

C i r c = 1 / , 2 ( a f u s i o n reactor that 

gives a net power output of the same magnitude as the recirculating power 

would require Q - 4. 

For reactor applications where the neutron wall loading is the most 

appropriate measure of performance, an efficiency parameter analogous to Q is 

V'rts' which represents the wall loading obtainable per unit operating cost 

(Figs. 6 and 17). For fixed coil shape parameters and for fixed B.,, the 

efficiencies Q c and •j>v/Pres and the coil mass M c are increasing functions of 

bore size a c. Consequently, both Q c and 4> W/P r e s can be increased at the cost 

of a larger M c. A measure of the effectiveness of the utilization of the 

conductor would be the parameters Q c/M c and <t w/fP r e s Mc)(Figs. 7, 8, and 18, 

19). Both pass through maxima as functions of a , thus defining possible 

"optimal" geometries, with the maximum of ,J>w/(p
r(:.s M-) falling in a range that 

could be of practical interest. The magnitudes of these parameters are 

proportional to Bj, so that they can be increased readily by raising the 

magnetic field strength. 

4.2 OPTIMISATION FOR NEUTRON WALL LOADING 

Instead of defining global optima, it is of greater practical relevance 

to examine optimizations under suitable constraints- A comparison of ail the 

configurations that give a specified time-averagad wall loading can lead to 

geometries that minimize the coil dissipation or that minimize the total 
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lifetime cost associated with the coils. In reactors intended for fusion-

neutron applications, i)>w should be in the range of 0.3 to 2.5 MW/m2, depending 

on specific goals. The general results of this study are adapted to define 

reactors that achieve a spatially-averaged ij>w of 0.5 MW/m • The local value 
1ft 

on the outboard wall can be expected to be about 25% higher. In any case, 

for a given reactor geometry and B the wall loading from a thermonuclear 

plasma can be raised as Bĵ  if highe.. Vues are required. 

Under the simplifying assumptions that the displacement of the plasma 

centerline relative to the coil centerline is sir.all compared with the coil 

major radius. 

d - d OH 2 a " C1 " V R J < 0 ' (4~3) 

c 

and that the scrape-off layer thickness is small compared with the plasma 

half-width. 

°- 2 5 «1 (4-4) a - 6 

where 4 is the average horizontal space between the plasma and the coil 

<5U- + ° 6- 1 . 2 5 + - 2 5 — X ,4-s, 
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the condition of constant $ w can be written as 

2 
C = G (* , R „ / R J B 4 , (4-6) 

(a - 5) 

where 

T . . . <±mi± ( R / R ,« ( 1 . V R ,2 
T w M c i H e H e 

SI*... R.y_> = — h ~ ' — <R„/RJ d - ' W • ( 4 - 7 1 

Eq. (4-6) has a solution 

2̂ 6GB H
4 

)V3 | ( 1 + H ) 1 / 3 + ( 1 _ H ] V 3 } 

where 

27 6GB,, 

(4-8) 

(4-9) 

Since for Type A geometry, and for Type B geometry in the limit i. ' a « 1 

P_ e s frr constant d/jL, is proportional to B^ (ac - C), 
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p „ B
 2 r « C ] . (4-10) 

^ " t - ( - i - ^ ) 1 / 3 1(1 • H ) 1 ' 3 • (1 - H) 1^} 
2SGB„ n 

C is a constant proportional to 6-1 with a weak d/R„ dependence, and arises 

due to the fact that the height-to-width ratio for the magnet bore differs 

from the corresponding ratio for the plasma. The effects of the shape 

parameters for a fixed { could be essentially absorbed to give a universal 

function relating P i e s / B M
2 to GB M

4. For small B M, 

-2 -4 P ~ B„ and a ~ B„ res M c M 

while for large B M, 

P - B,. and a •* 5 res H c 

so that P r e s has a minimum at intermediate values of BJJ corresponding to an a 

> 6. 

Using Eq. (4-6), the value of a c at the minimum is readily shown to be a 

solution of the equation 
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amin _ amin ( 4 6 _ c ) + 2 4 C = 0 . (4-11) 

A particularly convenient form for the root is obtained by making use of the 

fact that in practice (C/46)2 << 1, so that to first order in c/6 

a m i n = 46 <1 - § § * .-.) • (4-12) 
c 8 6 

Curves of P r e s as a function of B^ for constant $ w ha'"e minima at a value of 

a c that is independent of 4>w and Rfl/R,- and only very weakly dependent on d/Hj, 

(through C) . Therefore, in a reactor configuration that gives the minimum 

P r for the Tr coils for any prescribed wall loading and any combination of 

shape parameters, the plasma occupies approximately 3/4 of the radial bore. 

The magnitude of the minimum ? r e s does depend on the shape parameters and 

wall loading. For Type A reactors. 

5 0 9 . 8 p_ *.. « Z 

* 1_ r.l_ + _! 
r e s 2 "« d / t t L f f. (2 - d/R )J , „ , „ . 2 , , „ , « , , l 45 

U M o l M (R„/R ) ( 1 - 8 , / R ) 
o n c n c 

P

m i " Is c —L r±- • JL_ _ . ! _ J i — fi - £_ +. 

( 4 - 1 3 ) 

and for Type B, 
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f 

509.8 o , , d/R , * ' 2 6 « _ 
P

m i n

 = _5 c _ ! _ rj_ + Si _S r, . £_ 
r e s 2 R<VRM -fQ « ± ' > 2 M - * H / R ) " " 6 

"o K c M c 

( 4 -14 ) 

The corresponding value of BM in both cases i s 

* V 4 

B n i " ^ 1 . 5 9 2 - ^ T — ! 1 + T | - § + . . . 1 • ( 4 - 1 5 ) 
4 V 4 ( / R , , , / R ,V 2 • 1* 6 

M c M r 

The exact solutions for ^ = 0-5 MW/m2 are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 20, 

21. A configuration of minimum resistive loss is achieved at the expense of 

large coil dimensions and mass but modest magnetic field strength,. The fusion 

power output may also be too large to be cf practical interest. A geometry 

that gives higher resistive dissipation but smaller coil mass may be 

preferable to achieve the same wall loading so long as the power loss is still 

comparable with the total electrical power consumed in the plasma heating 

systems, the PF coils, and the blanket crolant loops. 

4.3 VARIATION OF POWER LOSS WITH COI.". MASS 

An examination of the trade-offs between P r e s and M c as the coil geometry 

changes but <» and B M remain fixed leads to the matter of the lifetime cost of 

the coil system. An arbitrary limit of 250 MW on P r e s for realistic 

geometries suggests that suitable valut-s for B,, would be 6T for a Type A 

configuration (Figs. 9 and 10) and 7.75T for Typ« B (Figs. 20 and 21). It is 
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convenient to look at a sequence of curves of constant d/R„, yii.th R^^c 

changiitg along each curve. v, 
• )) 

The condition of constant $ w and Bj, can be rewritten from Eq. y4-6) as 

R
 2 R 

r-Mi ri - .2h = F r a , * B i 
R ' 'l R ^ ^ c V »l 
c c 

(4-16) 

where 

Ffa s • , B j •= [ ~ r - ^ r ] 1 / 2 • (4-17) 
c w " J '0.09216 B 4 (a - «V' J 

M v c J 

F reaches a maximum permissible value when Kfj/Rc
 = 2/3/ so that there 

exists a minimum a c compatible with the imposed conditions. Its value can be 

calculated from Eq. (4-9). 

The three roots cf Eq. (4-16) are 

R " 1 . 2 ,1 r -1 , 27 '' 2 .,, 2mit , 

corresponding to m » 0, 1, 2. From the fact that the range of values for F 

is 0 i F< 4/27, the m = 1 root can be shown to be always negative and thus not 

of interest: the remaining two roots are positive and coalesce to the value 

Ĵ j/F,. = 2/3 when a c reaches its minimum. 
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Since M c depends explicitly on J^/R,, and a c , and since a c is linearly 

each value of P " „ above a minimum there exist two values of M . The limiting res c 

behaviors of the curves are given by 

P ~ M 2 / S for -* '* 0 res c R c 

P ~. M 1 / 4 for ̂  , ,; res "- c A 

Portions of the exact solutions for Type A with B^ = 6T- appear ir.:Fig. 11 

and for Type B with B M = 7.75T in Fig. 22. The minimum V r s s occurs at values 

of M beyond the range shown. There^~also exists a minimum M c for each d/R^j, 

required in order to allow the curve to evolve from its' behavior near the 

minimum P r e s to its asymptotic form as "R^/R^. » 0. 

4;4 MINIMUM LIFETIME COST «'•.: "'.'•'• 

The capital cos&'of the TF coil system is essentially proportional to M c 

with a much smaller component proportional to P r A i that-i -accounts- for power 
'- c> •_ 

conversion and cooling equipment. The operating cdsti>is proportional to P- 6-. 

In the P r e s - M c plane, a given total lifetime cost of the coil system is 

represented by a straight line. As an example, 1 the fabrication cost-ofj a TF 

coil is taken as S35/kg, a value in keeping with the large quantities of., 

copper involved ar:d the relatively simple design. The cost of electricity is 

specified as 525/MWh. The coil lifetime is assumed to be 12'! year«/"at 60% 
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capacity factor. Figures 11 and 22 show that for each d/RH there is a coil 

mass in the range 3,000 to 4',000 tons for Type A and 3,000 to 5,000 tons for 

Type B that yields a minimum lifetime cost of around S500M. A locus of 

minimum lifetime cost can be defined showing its d/Rĵ  - variation as well a.s 

that of the parameters P r e q and M„ associated with minimum-lifetime-cost 

configurations. 

Although the optimal geometry depends on coil manufacturing costs ar.d the 

cost of electrical power, as shown in Fig. 12, with major effects on the total 

liiBtime cost, for given rates the reactor parameters can vary over a 

significant range with only minimal increases in lifetime cost. For example, 

Pig. 11 shows that a variation in M by 1,000 tons around the optimum produces 

changes in the lifetime cost of only a few per cent. 

4.5 NORMALIZED NEUTRON WALL LOADING EFFICIENCY 

It is useful to compare the optimization • •urves relating the normalized 

wall loading efficiency ijiw/(Pres M c B M ) to a c for constant d/R̂ ,, Ry/Rj,, and 

B^ with those for constant d/R̂ j, $ , and B M > Both are shown on Figs. 8 and 

19. The point of minimum a c which exists for fixed A and Bj. separates the 

corresponding curves into upper and lower branches associated with the two 

roots of R^/K^ for each ac- The upper branch with RJJ/R., < 2/3 passes through 

a maximum and in the limit Ry[/Rc * 0 for which a c ~ (F^J/RJ,) shows as 

asymptotic decay ^v/(Prea M c B,,2) ~ a,,"7/2- The lower branch for R^/Kg > 2/3, 

which is omitted from the figures, drops with increasing a c and in the limit 

R M/R C * 1, for which a c ~ (1 - I^/R,.)"2, approaches *»/(P r e s M c B^) ~ a c
- 5 . 

For comparison, it is noted that -he curves of constant Rfo/Rc decay as 

V < p r e s Mc BM 2' ~ a c " 3 E o r l a r 9 e a C 
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5. STRESS CONSIDERATIONS 

?he large volume of the conductors associated with resistive TF coils 

designed for steady-state operation, and the moderate magnetic field strengths 

adequate for satisfactory reactor performance illow the coils to be self-

supporting ao^inst in-plane loads. Out-of-plane stresses arising from 

overturning moments or from fault conditions can be taken out through 

shear/compression panels'9 or through radiation shielding. 

Due to in-plane forces, by far the largest stresses originate with the 

bending moments (see Table 2). Estimates can be obtained from the theory of 

rigid frames;. With the coils wedged together to a radius R,. under the large 

centering forces, the coil system can be represented as a series of 

rectangular frames coalescing into a rigid core formed by the inner beams. 

There is, however, no difficulty in relaxing the built-in boundary condition 

and postulating a continuous elastic support along a portion of the inner 

beams. The more general approach is taken here to give results of wider 

applicability for which the case of interest represents one limit. 

The model and the loadings are illustrated in Fig. 23, with the coil 

represented by a rectangular frame of mean dimensions h x I built up of beams 

with noraents-of-inertia I h, 1^, and 1^. The inner element at radius R± is 

supported along a length S by a continuous elastic bucking cylinder. For a 

R toroidal magnetic field variation in the bore of the coil, the outward 

force per unit length along the horiEontal legs is 

_ 2 „ 2 
n BM RH 

Fv = 71i R — C 5- 1 ) 

o c 

where Nt, is the number of coils. Along the outer vertical leg. 
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_ 2 2 
ir M M 

FH = r S ~ R. + h ' ( 5" 2 

o c i 

while along the inside leg, 

„ 2 A 2 

BM RM 
h l'„N„ Rl 

The moment distributions are most readily calculated by treating the 
21 results given by Kleinlogel for concentrated loads as influence functions in 

integrals over the load distributions. On the horizontal legs, the bending 

moment, taken positive for tension on the inside of the frame element, is 

given by 

M U N v. i. x o c , x h . , x h >i 
-i—~ = ( 1 f u R: ) c n t 1 T hi -) 
* B M R M B i 

. x f 1 ,4 s 2 1 L , , . , 3y(1+X) f • f 6 - , 2 , 
+ h | _ i2 t (x + 2) + v(2x+TTT ^ T T h 7 ^ | 3 ( 1 + v ) " ~ I M 7 ) \ 

2 

[1+h/R.f (1 "(I) Uj- (X+2> + v(2X+3) ' (1+h/V*n(1+h/V 

+ 3 [ ( X + 2 ) + v ( 2 X + 3 ) ] (2X M l S - W 

i(l:)2 T ^ - { 1 - J t a V J 1 twin - ii^HMfni}] 
(5-4) 

where x is measured from R ™RJ» and 
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i 

„ 2 

s • ! + tr) IT [' + 1 (ii 2l " 0 + 57) ( 1 + 2 1 ) *n t 1 + 1 ) » ( 5" 7 ) 

i i i i i 

R 2 

^ i M r ) ( - r t1 - f ( r ) 2 l + 1 1 - ( r ) 2 l »»( 1 + S-)) • < 5" 8> 
i i i i 

For the outer vertical leg the corresponding relation is 

where y is measured from one end. For the inner leg the result is 
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(i/TW^-^tK)2 Vo K c _J • 2 < f — , * 2 

1 T B M R M R i 

[' + ^ / R . } {1 - ( |) 2 }]} 

+ 3(U+2> + u!2X+3>] 2 l R i J 1 + h / ^ £ I- ( 1 + h / V jf 

for 0 « f < 1 (1 - i i 2 <• £•> 

2 h/R. 
Hfr) TT-hktW(<-f)i <«*(i-f)<Wc'*{) 

(t-)2 T^TT tf - 3 1 f o r l f ^ f X ^ , . (5-10, 
1 

Nesting increases the effective stiffness of the inner leg of an 

individual frame. In the limit v + 0, the bending moment distributions on the 

horizontal and the outer vertical elements are those for a frame with built-in 

horizontal legs; the moment distribution on the inner leg is superfluous. 

Fig. 24 shows the normalized bending moments for a representative range of 

values of the parameters h/R^, h/£, and X for a nested coil system (v = 0) 

with R. taken to be R . These examples cover the reference cases defined and 

examined in detail in Section 8. The effects of a finite stiffness of the 

inner leg and the effects of changes in length of the bucking cylinder are 

illustrated in Fig. 25. 

A particular case, using parameters corresponding approximately to the TP 

coils of ISX, for which finite element solutions exist based on exact force 
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calculations, is shown in Fig. 26 to demonstrate the accuracy of the rigio 

frame approach. The compound shape of the inner beam, where approximately the 

central half has a radial build of 3 inches and the outer sections 5 inches, 

is best modelled by taking the build to be 3 inches over the whole length with 

the increased stiffness of the outer portions partly taken into account by a 

fictitiously-lengthened bucking cylinder. 

The highest stresses are found at the extremities and at roughly the mid-

spans of the horizontal and vertical legs, with the maximum usually occurring 

at the outboard corners. Regions of low bending stress and consequently 

almost pure tension suggest advantageous locations for the joints, as in the 

1SX TF coils, although even at the corners of the reference designs the stress 

levels are acceptable. For coils bearing on a bucking cylinder, the solutions 

depend on the choice of the length of the support as well as on the 

characteristics of the frame itself. By going from a nested system to one 

with a bucking cylinder, the bending stresses at the outer corners are 

affected only slightly. h p?.oper choice of 6/1, however, can significantly 

reduce the stresses near the inner corners where joints are to be located, and 

maintain them small along the entire inner beams. 
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6. THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Whereas in the pulsed TF coils of present-day tokamaks the heating and 

cooling take place on different time scales, in steady-state operation there 

is an equilibrium at all times between the internal heat generated and that 

convected away by the flowing coolant. Evr i coils designed for pulsed 

scenarios can be operated at steady state (as in fact they are for discharge 

cleaning) at a fraction of their design current, determined either by 

temperature limitations or by the performance of the external heat rejection 

system. 

The TF coils conceived in this study are assembled from sets of high-

conductivity copper plates incorporating surface cooling channels. After 

passing through the coils, the cooling water is circulated through an external 

heat rejection system of adequate capacity. Even though the coils are not 

subjected to the pulsed loadings conducive to uetal fatigue and therefore in 

principle can be opereted at higher conductor temperatures with larger 

temperature gradients, in the interests of system integrity and reliability 

the conductor, insulator, and coolant temperatures can be maintained well 

below 100">C for room temperature coolant at the inlet with only modest cooling 

system performance. An area equal to 5% of the cross section of the outboard 

leg is adequate for cooling passages. 

Estimates of the temperature distributions follow from one-dimensional 
03 24 hydraulics and heat conduction considerations (e.g., Montgomery,' Luton ). 

The bulk temperature of the coolant is a raonotonically increasing function of 

distance from the inlet, deviating from linearity primarily due to changes in 

cross-sectional area. A global energy balance gives the overall bulk 

temperature rise. Based on mean local values of resistive dissipation, 

temperature drops across the boundary layer can be calculated using empirical 
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relations for the turbulent flow heat transfer coefficient. The local 

temperature difference in the conductor between the channel wall and any 

interior point is estimated from a unidirectional conduction model. The 

nested regions of the coils yield the highest temperature differences so that 

the temperature profile along the conductor can be non-raonotonic. If heat 

conduction along the conductor were incorporated in the model, the net effect 

would be a smoothing of the temperature distribution. 

Without reference to the locations of the cooling passage inlets ar.d 

outlets, and with the assumption of a channel length of one turn, the 

calculated temperature differences for the reference designs are such that 

even in the worst combination they give peak temperatures that are well below 

critical values. The thermal stresses should not be an area of concern. The 

coolant velocity, the pressure loss per channel, and the total pumping power 

are all reasonable. Specific results of the calculations are given in Section 

8 and in Table 3. 

A parameter providing an approximate measure of the feasibility of 

operating the coils at steady state can be defined. The increase in resistive 

dissipation due tc nesting is ignored in the interests of simplicity, and the 

cross section allocated to cooling passages is taken as one third of the non

conducting area. A balance between the heat generated by resistive 

dissipation and the heat absorbed by the coolant flowing at velocity V along a 

channel of length L as its bulk temperature rises by iTfa gives 

d2f (1 - f ) 3p 1 o o e = 2 Sn? < 6 - 1 > ' B„ L u p C b M o w pw 
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where p w is the density of th« coolant and C-, is its specific heat. Since 

there are practical limits that must be imposed on the magnitudes of AT b and 
2 2 

V, the value of the parameter d'fQ( 1-f l/Bj, L is bounded from below. 

The temperature differences across the boundary layers and within the 

conductor itself generally are considerably lower than ATj, and can be taken 

into account in the choice of AV^. Assuming water as coolant and limiting fiT^ 

to 45"C and V to 2 ra/sec, Eq. (6-1) can be rewritten to give 

d 2 f (1-f ) -5 

B M 2 L 

> 9.6 X 10 (MKS) . (6-2) 

of the well-known trade-off between areas allocated to current conduction and 

to cooling so as to give the minimum temperature increase per unit length. 

For large coils with moderate values of B H, coils of the type treated in 

this study, the current densities in the conductors are sufficiently low that 

the condition of Eq. (6-2) is readily satisfied for channel lengths of one 

turn. 
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7. DESIGN OF CONDUCTORS AND JOINTS 

7.1 FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS 

There are three methods of TF-coil fabrication: (1) tape winding, (2) 

assembly from Bitter plates, and 13) riveting or bolting of plate segments or 

bars. Type (2) is appropriate for the highest fields, while type (3) can be 

used when relatively small fields are satisfactory. The first two methods, 

however, do not lend themselves to demountability. The present conceptual 

designs make use of type (3) construction with the TF coils assembled from 

high-conductivity alloy plates. 

The components of demountable resistive coils of this type can be 

prefabricated under strict conditions of quality assurance at specialized 

factories, transported to the reactor site by existing rail or truck systems, 

and assembled with minimal work. 

Construction itself will be relatively simple: There is no winding 

process and the milling requirements are straightforward. The large number of 

identical sections (e.g., several hundred inboard and outboard segments for 

each reactor) allow esser-^ally mass production with automated machining 

procedures. Defects can be readily detected by proof-testing, and the segment 

discarded or refabricated. Hence no defects should be present in the segments 

shipped to the reactor site. 

The insulating material could be fabricated in the form of pi.- tes to be 

compressed between adjacent conductor turns upon coil assembly. 

fternatively, insulating material could be bonded to each conductor segment. 

Each segment is sufficiently short (12 m or less) and light (10 tons or 

less) so that it can be transported essentially anywhere with existing rail 

flatcars or flatbed trucks. The only on-site construction operations required 

/ 
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for the TF coils are joining of the segments. Mass production of segments in 

a specialized factory and minimization of field assembly work will reduce the 

total magnet cost, reduce the time needed for reactor fabrication and 

installation, and maximize the reliability of the completed coil set. 

7.2 MATERIALS 

7.2.1 Conductors 

The price of raw copper is just under ?1 per pound, while the ptice of 

machinable copper stock (in large quantities) is about $2 per pound. The 

dominant cost will be that of fabrication, however, which at the present time 

would be in the range of $12 to $16 per pound for the relatively simple 

segments envisaged here. Hence a 4000-ton TF coil assenbiy would cost $9i. to 

$128 million dollars to fabricate. These costs are expected not to rise more 

rapidly '_han the general rat*, of infl-ition because of the large copper 

resources in the U.S- and abroad, and because of the increasing displacement. 

of copper by more efficient materials in communications and transportation. 

Manufacturers can roll hiqh-conductivity copper plate in thicknesses up 

to 6 cm for sizes up to 4 m in length and 1 m in width, larger dimensions 

being prohibited by equipment limitations at both copper refineries and 

fabricating plants. In any case, the desirability of larger lengths or widths 

must be weighed against the increasing probability of seriojs metallurgical 

flaws for the high-conductivity alloys. With a typical alloy such as CDA 102, 

the final product is at least half-hard. 

The TF coil segments envisaged in this paper would be constructed by 

joining two or three of the maximum-si zed plates by soft soldering or lap 

riveting. With either techniqfi the strength of the plates would be retained. 
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Aluminum is the only practical alternative to copper as the TF coil 

conducting material. Aluminum structural alloy has a conductivity which is 

only 0.6 times that of OFHC copper, but the density of aluminum is just 0.30 

times that of copper, and the two metals have similar costs per pound. 

Assuming that the fabrication costs per pound are similar, the cost of an 

aluminum coil would be only one-half that of a copper coil of the same P r e s-

However, copper would still be used for the inboard coil segments where space 

is at a premium, so that the cost saving would be no more than 35%. 

The use of aluminum as the conductor must be evaluated on the basis of 

the following advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages of Aluminum 

(1) Cost per segment about one-half that of copper. 

(2) Substantially less long-cerm activation by neutron irradiation than 

copper. 

Disadvantages of Aluminum 

(1) Strong tendency to oxidize, which may cause excessive electrical 

resistance at the TF coil joints. 

(2) Lower strength than copper, thus placing a more severe limit on the 

allowed B M-

(3) The TF coil joints tend to gall if many assembly and disassembly 

operations are made. 

(4) Smaller access width between adjacent TF coils. 
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In view of the disadvantages of aluminum, and because the inboard 

segments would have to be fabricated of copper in, any event, it seems 

preferable to specify the use of copper for all the coil segments. 

7.2.2 Insulators 

While organic insulation may be more reliable mechanically, the plate 

construction advocated here lends itself to the use of inorganic insulation, 

which may be desirable in order to extend the lifetime of the coil assembly 

against irradiation. The insulators separating the copper turns can be thin 

plates (-0.4 cm) of G-10 organic insulation or ceramics such as alumina or 

magnesia. 

7.3 OPTIONS FOR JOINTS 

While at least four toroidal confinement devices have been constructed 

with demountable TF coils, only the FM-1 and ISX devices had coils that were 

readily demountable. Additional demands on the successful engineering of the 

joints for the TF coils of a reactor are imposed by the requirement of 

demountability by means of remote machinery, or at least by semi-contact 

techniques. 

The most probable failure in a TF coil would be associated with the 

joints; potential problems include ar increase in contact resistance, coolant 

leakage, and bolt fatigue. Thus the greatest attention must be paid to the 

design of reliable joints, or at least joints that can be repaired easily by 

remote techniques. 

A contact pressure of at least 2000 psi is necessary between two plates 

being joined, in order that the electrical resistance of the joint be 

negligible. Exertion of this pressure requires either bolting or hydraulic 

techniques. In certain designs a coil case may be necessary to take up the 

shear stresses. 
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Table 1 lists the various types- of joints that have been examined. 
• p> <f : : ;l 

Several of theso have been studied in detail, and the conclusions are reported 

in Fief. 26. A butt joint probably takes up the least amount of space, but it 

requires very careful alignment and a fairly elaborate clamping system to" 

exert the required compressive stress. A lap joint, on the other hand, offers 

the simplest overall joint assembly, but requires the most space and is' 

unsuitable for the inboard joints. The pi;-3 used in finger-'joints must also 

take up shear stress. 

7.3.1 Bolted Joints 

Figure 27 shows a TF coil with bolted lap joints at positions of low'1 

bending stress on the outboard legs and bolted butt joints on the inboard 

side. The design of the joints between the upper or lower segments and the 

outboard segment is straightforward. The joint can be placed in the region of 

lowest stress, in the range of 4,000 to 8,000 psi when Bĵ  = 7.5 T, and there 

is no access problem. The most suitable joint '-for the outboard segment is -a 

lap-type joint such as._uiiat.implemented in the ISX machine.-"-

\j, The design of. the joints between the upper and lower, segment and the 

inboard segment, on the other hand, presents extreme difficulties: "first 

because of the very large stresses (perhaps 20,000 to 25,000 psi) in the most 

desirable regions, namely at the corners (thus allowing the''-"greatest access to 

the coil bore); and second because of the severe restriction .on space and 

accessibility for the joint, especially if the TF coils are wedged. These 

problems could be alleviated markedly by-, displacing the joint outward 'by 

several tens of centimeters. In that case, however, the OH solenoid cannot 
- - _ ^' 

be removed without prior disassembly. In Fig. 2.7, the inboard corners are 
also held in place by hydraui.ically clamped stainless steel plates keyed into" 

the center column. The large stresses in the bolts would require the use of 
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Inconel or an equivalent alloy. To minimize fatigue problems, the bolts would 

be replaced every time the top tor bottom) segment is disassembled. 

A modification of this scheme involves moving the inboard bottom joint to 

a much larger major radius where it would be readily accessible and could be 

made into a lap joint. The inboard segment could then be removed from the 

bottom. 

7.3,2 Hydraulic Joints 

A great advantage of purely hydraulic clamping (i.e., without bolts) when 

used with an eKternal shear restraint in the joint area, is that the joint can 

literally be dismantled by simply releasing the oil pressure to the hydraulic 

jacks. A stainless steel casing would be necessary to take up shear stress. 

More discussion can be found in Ref. 26. 
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8. REFERENCE DESIGNS FOR REACTORS EMPHASIZING NEOTRON APPLICATIONS 

Several reference designs have been selected on the basis of the 

foregoing analysis/ tempered with engineering considerations. For fusion 

neutron applications with wall loadings of 0.5 MW/m, two designs are of Type 

A in which the OH coils sit in the throat of the reactor, while two are based 

on an optimization of Type B geometry where the OH coils are placed in the 

bore of the TF coils (BI) or are omitted altogether Oil). The basj.c 

geometries are illustrated in Pig. 28, and the important parameters are listed 

in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The locations of the design points for AI and All are 

shown in Figs. 2 to 11 and for BI in Figs. 13 to 22. The four illustrative 

designs have the following features in common: 

I 1) P V P„ = 200 to 250 MW 

(2) M = 3100 to 4200 metric tons 

(3) ni E ~ 3 x 10 1 3 cm"3s 

( 4 ) Pfusion = 3 2 0 t o 4 1 ° «* 
(5) <$v> = 0.50 MW/m2. 

Other parameters have considerable variation. 

8.1 EXTERNAL OH COILS 

Configuration Ai gives nearly the optimal value of ifr-v̂ V̂e.",.) associated 
o with reactors of wall loading 0.5 MW/m while the trade-off between P and 

res 
M c results in a lifetime cost of the TF coils only slightly higher than the 

minimum possible with d/R,, = 0.S0, approximately S500M. This is probably 

comparable to the cost of an equivalent superconducting coil set considering 
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the latter's higher capital cost/ expensive liquid helium refrigeration 

system, and the refrigeration power requirement. A lower lifetime cost could 

be obtained with a higher value of d/Rj, at the cost of increased coil mass. 

For a manufacturing unit cost sufficiently hiyh or an electrical power 

cost sufficiently low, there is an optimum d/R. Eor minimizing total lifetime 

cost, although its value may be too high to be of practical value. For the 

rates assumed in Fig. 11, however, this aptimun does not occur before d/RH 

reaches its physical limit of 1. 

The coil mass for Type AI is lower than that of any of the other 

reference dps:jns requiring an OH soler.oid. Radial access is laige for ease 

of installation of test modules, bean, lines, and diagnostics. The space 

between the blanket and the outer leg of the TF coil, defined on the basis of 

toroidal-field ripple, can accommodate. substar:ial shielding. The ripple 

values from an exact calculation for rectangular coils are substantially lower 

than the vaJ ues in Table 2 which are obtained from an empirical relation 

derived for circular coils, and in fact -ire sufficiently low to be 

acceptable for ignited fusion plasmas. 

The equilibrium field coils san s ipply at least one-third of the total 

flux swing (resistive + inductive) needed to start the plasma current I . 

Since the resisitive component is no more than hulf of the inductive component 

L I , and since the additional flux swing required to maintain I for a flat

top of 100 s is a relatively small 4 V*, for <T > » 8 keV, the OH transformer 

must supply only an amount equivalent -;o L_I . This requirement determines 

the change in the magnetic field Lhat nv-ist be generated by the OH soietioid in 

the throat of the tokamak. 

The main disadvantage of the AI cor figuration is that the throat diameter 

is at the very minimum needed to a :commodate the required L I with a 
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realistic range for B 0 H. The maximum absolute value B Q H is limited by stress 

considerations, while B Q H during the flat-top should be kept relatively small 

to limit power dissipation. Consequently, the pulse length must be relatively 

short (SO s or less). 

The stress levels in the AI TF coils are quite high although the maximum 

principal stress is well below thu 36,000 psi yield strength for the CDA-102 

high conductivity copper alloy. A secondary disadvantage, from the aspect of 

lifetime cost, is that the design point falls on the low mass side of the 

minimum-cost locus for the assumed power and manufacturing rates. Any 

unplanned increase in electricity cost moves the configuration further away 

from the optimum. 

To overcome these drawbacks, configuration All has been formulated with 

increased throat diameter, increased radial build d, and a larger M c for 

approximately the same lifetime cost as AI. The primary benefit is that the 

required AB 0 H drops to 60% of its value for AI. At the same time P r e s
 i s 10% 

lower and bending stress is 30% lower. The main disadvantage is the larger 

coil ir.ass. 

Because of the low current densities in the conductors, a consequence of 

moderate values of B M and large cross-sectional areas, cooling in the steady 

state for both versions is possible with a conventional pressurized water 

system. Peak temperatures in both the coolant and the conductors can be 

readily maintained well below 100"C with only 5% of the cross-sectional area 

allocated to cooling passages. 

8.2 INTERNAL OH COILS 

Area for the flux swing can be increased even further to allow longer 

pulse lengths if the OH coils are placed just inside the TF coil bore- This 
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configuration is practical only if the TF coils are readily demountable to 

allow quick access to the OH coils for maintenance or removal. For the Type 

BI design, the available flux is sufficiently large for a pulse length of at 

J east 500 s when <Te> = 8 keV. Although a significantly higher B„ is required 

than for All, the stresses are no higher and the resistive losses only 

marginally larger. The lifetime cost is again approximately 5500M for the 

same fabrication and electricity rates used in the AI and All costing, It may 

be noted that in contrast to the situation for the Type A configurations, the 

parameters range is such that an increase in d/Ry increases the lifetime 

cost. In fact, d/R̂ , = 0.75 is close to the optimum value. 

The main disadvantages of the Type BI geometry are the relatively large 

B H and the internal placement of the OH solenoid. The BII geometry eliminates 

the requirement of an OH solenoid by depending on the EF flux swing ar.3 a 

neutral-beam or radio-frequency-driven current to establish and maintain I . 

The smaller R^ that results from elimination of the OH solenoid allows a 

smaller By. Although the resulting design is the most compact and economical 

of the four types considered, its feasibility depends on the effectiveness of 

driving a plasma current by momentum transfer, which is yet to be demonstrated 

convincingly in tokamaks. 
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9. CONSIDERATIONS FOR PURE FUSIOH POWER REACTORS 

Although this study has concentrated on tokamaks of a size smaller than 

appropriate for "pure fusion" electrical power generation using a 

relatively modest magnetic field, it is interesting to consider the question 

of whether resistive TF coils of optimal geometry can also find application in 

"pure fusion" reactors. Such a reactor can be conceived by expanding the Type 

BI geometry to give a sufficiently high fusion power gain Q c and an increased 

neutron wall loading. The effects of different wall loadings are shown in 

Fig. 29. The corresponding P r e s vs B H curves for constant C c, of primary 

interest in connection with power-producing reactors, are shown in Fig. 30. 

Resistive dissipation is essentially minimized by choosing a design point 

much closer to the optimum (see Fig. 20) than in the previous 

configurations. Table 5 compares some of the major parameters of such a 

reactor with those of a recently designed "pure fusion" electrical power 
77 reactor with superconducting coils ("STARFIRE"). For a coil bore of 

approximately 10 m x 17 m and a B M of 6.8 T, the reactor, with a blanket power 

multiplication of 1.2, achieves a Q of 6.3 with a wall loading of 2.5 

MW/n) . The resistive loss is an acceptable 360 MW, but the coil mass is a 

very large 21,700 tons. The plant efficiency is about the same as for 

STARFIRE, but the thermal and electrical power outputs are twice as large. 

Smaller resistive-coil pure fusion reactors can be envisaged but with degraded 

plant efficiencies. 

Overall reactor size and efficiency that are comparable with those of 

currently envisaged superconducting-coil reactors can be achieved with 

resistive TF coils having a lifetime cost of approximately $1,300 M, under the 

assumptions of Sec. 4.4. Thus, in principle, even a pure-fusion electrical 

power reactor is feasible based on proven copper-coil technology, and with all 
the advantages discussed in Sec. 1. 
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10. CONCU'aiONS 

With major difficulties apparent in implementing superconducting TF coils 

for tokamak reactors, this paper has reexamined the commonly-accepted notion 

that resistive coils would be unacceptable because of excessive power losses 

and the consequent inability to opei_.- in the steady state. It is shown that 

with the moderate magnetic field strengths now thought to be adequate to 

contain a plasma with a fusion power density of reactor interest, steady-state 

resistive TF coils can be designed that offer attractive performance at leas!: 

for near-term test reactors and practical tokamak neutron sources. 

The requirement for accessibility to all subsystems of a to<amak reactor, 

including internal PF coils and inboard blanket modules, necessitates the USM 

of readily demountable TP coils. Within the current state of the art, or that 

realistically projected ahead Sox several decades, this requirement implies 

that the TF coils must be assembled from resistive conductors. Disadvantages 

of superconducting coils in addition to their lack of demountability, include 

their extreme sensitivity to pulsed magnetic fields and to neutron and gatmtta 

radiation, complicated refrigeration systems, necessity for on-site 

fabrication, excessive downtime in case of warm-up or cool-down, and in the 

long run the uncertain supply of helium and the possibly exorbitant cost of 

niobium. The need for steady-state operation of TF coils in practical reactor 

applications implies that resistive coils must be massive to allow easy 

cooling with pressurized water. Such massive coils will result in power 

losses that are acceptable in the sense that they are comparable with the sum 

of the other power losses in the reactor facility (PF coils, plasma heating 

systems, blanket cooling systems, pumps, HVAC). Attention in this paper has 

been focused on rectangular TF coil geometries which permit the greatest 

accessibility and the most straightforward fabrication methods. The 
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necessarily large conductor cross sections and the restriction of the magnetic 

field to less than 8.0 T at the coil windings lead to readily manageable 

levels of stress. 

In the parametric analyses of TF coil and reactor characteristics, 

various optimizations have been considered for reactor configurations that 

incorporate OH coils in the throat of the reactor (Type A) or in the bore of 

the TF coils (Type B). For geometries associated with a specified neutron 

wall loading, either the resistive dissipation or the total lifetime cost of 

the TF coils can be minimized. Power losses can be reduced to the range of 

200 to 300 MW in steady-state operation for reactors with fusion electrical 

power gain (the ratio of potential gross electrical output from the reactor to 

the electrical power input to the TF coils) of order 1 *nd neutron wall 

loadings of 0.5 MW/m2. The minimum lifetime cost of the TF cuils for ar; 

assumed fabrication cost of ?35/kg and an electricity value of ?2S/MW-hr is 

approximately S500 M. Departures of the coil mass by less than 30'i from the 

optimum increase the lifetime cost by only a few percent. 

Several reference designs have been formulated with each TF coil divided 

into four segments consisting of approximately 25 plates bolted together. 

Each plate can be made by splicing two or three commercially available plates 

of 4 m length 6nd thickness up tc 6 cm. There appears to he a number of 

feasible configurations for demountable joints between segments. The method 

of coil manufacture advocated in this paper lends itself to relatively low 

construction costs using mass production in off-site factories with assembly 

on-site limited to simple operations. 

Tokamak reactors with demountable resistive TF coils and major radii in 

the range 4.5 to 5.5 m are suitable for near-term fusion test reactors and for 

deployment as neutron sources for applications such as fusion-fission power 
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generation and isotopis production. By increasing the reactor size, the 

obtainable fusion power output and the neutron wall loading increase much more 

rapidly than the Tr coil power loss, so that low-field "pure fusion" reactors 

with large electrical power gains are feasible for major radii of about 8 

meters and more. 
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Table 1 

CANDIDATE DEMOUNTABLE JOINTS 

TYPE OF JOINT 
METHOD OF APPLYING 
CLAMPING PRESSURE 

EXAMPLES OF 
PREVIOUS USE 

Lap Eolts ISX (Outboard) 
PDX 

Finger Recessed pins and through-bolts ISX (Inboard) 
Doublet III 

Vertical Butt Bolts and clamping ring attached to 
center column 

See Fig. 27 

Horizontal Butt (1) Bolting together of overlays 
attached to butted segments 

(2) Clamping ring on outboard side Analogous to 
clamping of 
Alcator TF coils 

Plug-In Hydraulic clamping ring Plug-in joints on 
TEXT PF coils 

Lap Hydraulic cylinders FH-1 
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Table 2 

TOROIDAIi FIELD COIL PARAMETERS 

No. of coils 

a c (IB) 

b c <m> 

R c (m) 

*M (in) 

d (ra) 

d v (m> 

dOH (in) 

w (m) 

d/*M 

V R c 
riverall diam. (m) 

Overall height (ra) 

Access gap (mj 

BM (T) 

B t (T) 

N i c p°r coil (MAt) 

Turns per coil, N 

I c f"cA) 

Coil mass H_ (10*> kg) 

Resistive loss P r e s (MW) 

Ripple, peak-to-avg. 

at R = Rp 

at R = Rp + a p/2 

at R = Rp + 3̂ , 

AT. All BI BII 

12 12 12 12 

3.25 2.90 3.00 2.75 

5.20 4.50 4.55 4 jO 

5.25 5.40 4.80 4.35 

2.00 2.50 1.80 1.60 

1.00 1.25 1.35 1.20 

o.eo 0.80 0.5C 0.50 

0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 

1.07 1.34 1.21 0.86 

0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 

0.38 0.46 0.38 0.37 

19.0 19.1 18.3 16.0 

12.4 11.5 11.8 11.4 

3.37 3,00 2.87 2.85 

5.87 5.96 7.60 ... 6.91 

2.42 2.98 ...... 2.36 2.70 

4.89 6.21 5.70 4.61 

25 25 25 25 

196 24B 223 184 

3.08 4.22 3.82 2.45 

246 221 238 207 

0.004 0.006 0.005 0.004 

0.015 0.016 0.016 0.014 

0.050 0.044 0.050 0.045 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

Forces <MN) 

Centering force per coil 125 132 169 126 

Horiz. separating force 39 57 51 37 

Vert, separating force 52 72 87 58 

Stresses (103 psi) 

Max bending stress 25 17 15 18 

Tensile stress, horiz. leg 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.6 

Bearing stress in nested 3.0 2.8 2.4 2.1 
region 
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Table 3 

TF COIL THERMAL PARAMETERS 

Type of copper 

Conductivity 

HL-sistivity at 50°C (lira) 

Max current density!kA/cm) 

Packing factor - outboard leg 

- inboard leg 

Conduct-ors per coil 

Cooling channels per conductor 

Turns p»r channel 

Channel length (IT.) 

Channel hydraulic dia (cm) 

Coolant velocity (ra/s) 

Channel pressure loss (psi) 

Total pumping power (kW) 

Total volume flow (m /s) 

Coolant inlet temp C O 

Coolant temp, rise (°C) 

Max AT, conductor to coolant (°C) 

Max AT, to local hot spots (°C) 

AI Bl. 

CDA 102 Alloy 

101* • IACS 

1.9 X 10"8 

0.76 0.91 

0.85 0.85 

0.BO 0.72 

25 25 

6 10 

1 1 

37.8 36.1 

1.89 i.eo 

2.0 2.0 

17.4 17.4 

193 293 

1.29 1.95 

20.0 20.0 

45.8 29.2 

9.0 7.9 

11.3 16.6 
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Table 4 

PLASMA AND REACTOR PARAMETERS 

AI All. BI BII 
Major radius Rp (m) 4.85 5.00 4.78 4.10 
Half-width a p (m) 1.60 1.25 1.28 1.25 
Half-height b r j (m) 3.20 2.50 2,55 .2.50 

V a P 3.03 4,00 3.75 3.28 
a v (m) 1.85 1.50 1.53 1.50 
b v (ra) 4.20 3.50 3.55 3.50 
q at plasma edge 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Ip (MA) 7.8 5.7 5.9 6.3 
Throat radius (m) 1.0 1.25 0.0 0.0 
L p (UH) 5.46 7.37 6.64 -i.02 

VP ( V S > 42 42 39 J1 
A K 0 H for starJ;-up (T) 16.7 10.0 2.7 ... 
Loop voltage at <T e>=B keV 0.034 0.042 0.040 0.038 
Pulse lerigth (s) 50 ~100 ~500 CO 

A B Q H during flat-top (T) 0.7 1.0 1.4 ~ 
Range of B Q H (T) + 10.0 +8.0 + 3.5 — 

-7.4 -3.0 -0.6 --
BP 1.8 2.4 2.2 1.9 
<B> 0.079 0.060 0.064 f. .073 

2 2 
Relative nr = n a E 2 P 

1.25 1.00 1.02 1.00 

P 7 Effective wall area h^ (m ) 
1.43 1.00 1.03 1.00 

P 7 Effective wall area h^ (m ) 646 534 519 438 
Fusion power P f u s (MW) 404 334 324 274 
2 C 

0.46 0.42 0.3a 0.38 
Wall loading $ (MW/m 2) 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 



R p 7.0 m 

Coil conductor Nb^Sn + NbTi 

Coil bore ID i X 15 • 

Rc 7.8 ra 

*M 3.42 m 

d 
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Table 5 

TOKAMAK ELECTRICAL POWER REACTORS WITH BLAKKET MULTIPLICATION «• 1.2 

Superconducting Resistive 
TF Coils TF Coils 
(STARFIRE) (Type BI) 

8.2 m 

Capper 

10 m x 17 m 

8.33 m 

3.33 m 

2.50 1 

2.03 m 

1.94 m 2.9 ra 

21,700 tons 

6.8 T 

360 MW £ 

0.085 

14 MA 

2.0 

2.5 MW/ro2 

6740 MW 

3350 MW e 

700 MW e 

4.4 

0.32 

p 
Mc 
BM 11.0 T 

coil Power Loss 20 MW e (refrig) 

<?> 0.067 

h 11 MA 
2 2 

E t j 2.6 

*w 3.5 MW/m2 

Fusion Power 3200 MW 

Gross Elec. Powe r 1600 MW6 

Total Power Cons ump. 450 MWe 

_ Gross Elec. 
E Circulating 

Power 
Power 3.6 

Plant Efficiency 0.30 
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« Rc(<£ Coil) H-« a c -

Rp(£ Plasma)-Hi -

K-a v -• R R -

<:iC 
h ~ R M -

doH~* 

•«—d (typ) 

I.Om U-ap-J 
(typ) 

•0.25m 
(typ) 

Joints 

Fig. 1. Model of Tokamak Geometry. (PPPL-796359) 
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COIL HALF-BORE a c ( m ) 

Fig. 2. TF Coil Resistive Dissipation for Type-.'i Reactors. 
(PPPL-796350) 
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COIL HALF-BORE ac(m) 

Fig. 3. Normalized Coil Mass for Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796343) 
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COIL HALF-BORE o c ( m ) 

Fig. 4. fJeutron Wall Loading for Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796344) 
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0.05 

COIL HALF-BORE a c (m) 

Fig. 5. Fusion Electrical Power Gain for Type-A Reactors. 
(PFPL-796346) 
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COIL HALF-BORE a c (m) 

Fig. i . Ratio of Neutron Wall Loading to TF Coil Power Dissipation 
for Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796345) 
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Blonket 
Multip.= l 

R u / R r = 0.40, 

'A' 

'0.30/ 
0.50 

'AIT 

d/R M 

0.40 
0.50 
0.60 

01— 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

COIL HALF-BORE o c(m) 
4.0 

Fig. 7. Fusion E lec t r i ca l Power Gain Normalized to Coil Mass fo r 
Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796347) 
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22 

'.0 

4.0 
COIL HALF-BORE a c(m) 

Fig. 8. Neutron Wall Loading Efficiency Normalized to Coil Mass for 
Type-A Reactors. (PPPL-796342) 
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500 

2 4 6 8 10 
PEAK MAGNETIC FIELD B M (T) 

Fig. : 9. Variation of TF Coil Power Dissipation with Maximum f i e l d 
at the Conductor for Type-A Reactors Giving 0.5 MW/nr 
Neutron Wall Loading. (PPPL-796363) 
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500 

0 2 . 4 6 8 10 
PEAK MAGNETIC FIELD BM (T) 

Fig. 10. Variation of TF Coil Power Dissipation with Maximum Field 
at the Conductor for Type-A Reactors Giving 0.5 MW/m 2 

Neutron Mall Loading. (PPPL-796361) 
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COIL MANUFACTURING COST ( I 0 6 $ ) 
100 200 

5: 300 

Q. 

0 0 
CO 

Q 

> 
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co 
to 

250 

200 

150 

Lifetime 
Coil Cost 

( I 0 6 $ ) 

* w = 0.50 MW/m' 

BM--6.0T 

Life = 12 Yr 

Locus Of Minimum 

COIL MASS M c ( I 0 6 kg.) 

Fig. 11. Dependence of TF Coil Lifetime Costs on Power Dissipation 
and Coil Mass for Type-A Reactors Giving 0.5 MW/nr 
Neutron Wall Loading. (PPPL-796343) 
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Fig, 12, Effects of E l e c t r i c i t y and Coil Fabricat ion Costs or the 
Optimal TF Coil Parameters for Minimum Li fet ime Cost of 
Type-A Reactors, (PPPL-796360) 
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Fig. 13. TF Coil Resist ive Dissipat ion for Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-803035) 
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CO I 
3.0 3.5 

HALF-BORE a r (m) 

Fig. 14. Normalized Coil Mass for Type-B Reactors. {PPPL-803030) 
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2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
COIL HALF-BORE a c (m) 

4.0 

Fig. 15. Neutron Wall Loading for Type-6 Reactors. (PPPL-803031; 
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CD 
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2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
COIL HALF-BORE a c(m) 

4.0 

Fig. 16. Fusion E lec t ' i ca l Power Gain f c r Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-80302.!) 
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2.5 3.0 3.5 
COIL HALF-BORE a c (m) 

4.0 

Fig. 17. Ratio of Neutron Wall Loading to TF Coil Power Diss ipat ion for 
Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-8C3032) 
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Fig. 18. Fusion Electr ical Power Gain Stoma I u id to Coil Mass. for 
Type-B Reactors. '.FPPL-S03033) 

L 
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COIL HALF-BORE a c |m) 

Fig. 19. Neutron Wall Loading Ef f ic iency s'lotmal ized to Coil Mass 
for Type-B Reactors. (PPPL-803J29) 
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Fi'.. ?0. Variation of TF Coil Power Dissipation v.ith Maximum JMeld 
dt the Conductor for Type-B Reactors Giving 0.5 MW/m^ 
Neutron Wall Loading. (PPPL-803027) 
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